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1. Abstract

The evaluation of security of a system requires a system description. The description
determines the quality of the analysis and the quality of the corresponding security
solution. The thesis introduces a methodology for evaluating the security of systems. By
starting with a simple model and iteratively refining it, the resulting model represents an
as complete as needed view on the system under evaluation by keeping the single steps
manageable. In real world scenarios, it is a common case that the degree of information
available varies. The approach can deal with missing information on parts of the system.
Finally, it leads to a model of different levels of abstraction for each subsystem. After
each atomic step of modeling, an analysis can be executed to evaluate the security of
the modeled system. The analysis determines the paths an attacker could take through
the system. As there will be a large number of paths for a complex system, they can be
sorted for prioritized in depth inspection. The methodology is intended to be used at
all steps of system life cycle. Additionally, it is extendable to allow inclusion of further
information and concepts.

Abstrakt

Die Security-Bewertung eines Systems erfordert eine Systembeschreibung. Die Beschrei-
bung bestimmt die Qualität der Analyse und die Qualität der entsprechenden Security-
Lösung. In der Arbeit wird eine Methodik zur Bewertung der Security von Systemen
entwickelt. Es wird mit einem einfachen Modell begonnen und dieses iterativ verfein-
ert. Das resultierende Modell repräsentiert eine möglichst vollständige Sicht auf das zu
evaluierende System, wobei die einzelnen Schritte überschaubar bleiben. In der Praxis
variiert der Grad der verfügbaren Informationen. Der Ansatz kann mit fehlenden Informa-
tionen über Teile des Systems umgehen. Das Modell beinhaltet schließlich Teilsysteme auf
verschiedenen Abstraktionsebenen. Nach jedem atomaren Schritt der Modellierung kann
eine Analyse durchgeführt werden, um die Security des modellierten Systems zu bewerten.
Die Analyse ermittelt die Pfade, die ein Angreifer durch das System nehmen könnte. Da
sich bei einem komplexen System eine große Anzahl an Pfaden ergibt, können diese für
eine detailliertere Betrachtung priorisiert werden. Die Methodik kann in allen Phasen
des Systemlebenszyklus eingesetzt werden. Sie ist erweiterbar gehalten, um zusätzliche
Informationen und Konzepte einbeziehen zu können.
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2. Disclaimer

All product names, logos, trademarks, and brands are property of their respective owners.
All company, product and service names used in this document are for identification
purposes only. Use of these names, logos, and brands does not imply endorsement.
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3. Introduction

Caused by the increasing interconnectedness of all areas of life, previously isolated system
are now exposed to public networks. As a consequence, the IT-Security (from here on
called security) of these systems is more important than before. That means, critical
infrastructure and other automated appliances are under attack.
This work aims to ease the security analysis of complex systems that are composed

of multiple connected components. Of these components, different kind of knowledge
is available on different levels of abstraction. The methodology uses a universal model
that is specialized step-wise to a model of the system. The single steps of the iterative
process are straightforward, intuitive, and thus easy to understand. Each step replaces one
component by its structure, i.e. inner components and interconnections. In contrast to
other approaches, the steps do not have to be applied to all components evenly. Therefore,
different levels of knowledge of the components can be represented.
The goal is to increase the insight into the system to allow to find a more complete

security solution. This insight is represented by a continuously adapted model of the
system under evaluation that is to be protected.

Modeling
By iteratively refining the model, the result represents an as complete as needed view on
the system. The single steps of this refinement do not require an overview over the whole
system but only of the part that is being refined. The knowledge can also be gathered
automatically from the system or other sources, and the resulting steps in the model
can therefore potentially be executed automatically. The single step includes splitting
a subsystem that has not yet been split up into its subsystems, interconnecting the
subsystems, and redirecting the communication relations of the system to the subsystems.
By executing this step on different subsystems, the model evolves. Depending on how many
steps have been applied to specific subsystems and their subsystems, the corresponding
level of detail can vary.

Figure 3.1 illustrates this process. In real world scenarios, it is a common case that the
degree of information available varies. The arrows represent the application of the step
(i.a. splitting up into subsystems). The leafs (grey nodes) of the tree are the subsystems
that are not detailed further. The reasons for not detailing further can be different (for
example, that the model is detailed enough or that there is no information known about
the inner structure).
The model is consistent after each and every step so the security analysis can be

performed after any number of steps. The usefulness of the results of the analysis depends
on the level of detail of the model. For example, if there is no information available
about the version of a software component, the worst case is assumed and all known

9



3. Introduction

System Under Evaluation

Figure 3.1.: Refinement tree

vulnerabilities for this software are considered. An advantage of this approach is that the
level of detail of the information in the model can vary between the different subsystems.
Additionally, by including the countermeasures that explicitly exclude attack vectors, the
model stays valid for new types of attacks. Moreover, the approach handles the complexity
of large systems by requiring local decisions. The decision required for splitting up a
system into its subsystems only requires to care for the system and the new subsystems,
and there is no need to keep the context of the whole system in mind.

Analysis
For analysis, an attacker is connected to the part of the model it is assumed the attacker
has access to. If the attacker is, for example, assumed to be connected via internet then
the attacker is connected to the external part of a router in the model. The differentiation
according to the attackers position can also be found in the definition of the attack vector
of the CVSS specification [FIR20]. After that, the connection paths from the attacker
to the selected parts of the system can be identified. These paths will be enriched with
additional information from the model to assess the feasibility and criticality to mitigate.
This additional information includes known vulnerabilities of the subsystems, information
on access restrictions or knowledge about other deployed security measures.

Depending on the results of the analysis, some subsystems should be analyzed further
to see if a path vanishes or gets harder to take when more properties are added to the
model. For a larger system, there will be many paths to the target. Thus, it is crucial to
include enough information into the model to prioritize the attack paths.

Summary
The overall assumption is that an attacker can take a step of the path if there is no
information about the opposite. When starting with a new model, the attacker will be
assumed to reach the target easily, because the model contains no countermeasures to
stop the attack. If it would be assumed that the attacker can only use the attacks that
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3. Introduction

are specified in the model, one would have to know all possible attacks that can arise.
Attackers can be very creative as history shows. For example, the content of memory can
be influenced by writing on surrounding space1. Other memory related techniques can be
used to read and write across virtual machine borders2. Lately, one of those side-channel
attacks exploiting the speculative execution feature of some processors got larger media
attention3. As another example, it is hard to argue that a library was always completely
secure when later a vulnerability is found. The existence of this vulnerability contradicts
the statement that the library is secure that would be included in the model if attacks
are modeled explicitly.

The proposed approach supports the protection of complex systems in an efficient way.
The modeling procedure as well as the corresponding analysis are unique since they cover
incomplete knowledge and increasing knowledge. The basic approach was published and
peer reviewed in [WSS21].
The thesis is structured as follows: Part I provides an overview of the relevant fields.

Part II describes the modeling methodology. Part III explains how analysis on the model
works. Part IV describes the implementation and shows the usability of the approach
for practical application. Part V concludes with an outlook on further applications and
enhancements. Part VI contains full listings of model related data.

1https://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2015-0565
2https://media.ccc.de/v/33c3-8022-memory_deduplication_the_curse_that_keeps_on_giving (CVE-
2015-2877)

3https://meltdownattack.com/ (CVE-2017-5753, CVE-2017-5715, CVE-2017-5754)
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4. Current Challenges to Industrial
Security

Computational devices can be found everywhere, although they have different names in
different domains, but all those have to be dealt with in a security context. Sometimes,
those devices increase the risk one does not first think of when asked about security
relevant devices. From a security perspective, all these systems can be handled similarly
(e.g. laptop, (PLC), smartphone, webcam, router, printer). Of course, there are specific
restrictions and requirements for the different devices in their applications in the specialized
domains but the goals and available security measures are very similar. In this thesis, the
relevant areas are categorized as follows:

Office For common office use cases, the required availability of the systems is much lower
than in other domains but since there is more interaction with persons, confidentiality
and integrity of systems and data are more important. Office includes the computers
the employees work on and the servers that are not located in a specialized server
operator. Security for office environments is often called IT-Security.

Embedded The embedded domain mostly deals with low power devices regarding com-
puting power and energy consumption. Thus they may not be capable to integrate
highest grade cryptography or additional security hardware elements. The use cases
for embedded systems vary as much as the end users of the product, from space
station to toys for children. These devices are quite prone to security issues as they
are highly diverse and only slightly standardized.

Automation This includes manufacturing automation and process automation. The used
components range from micro controllers in sensors to servers for data storage and
analytics. One main challenge is that the IT system oftentimes is only a small part
of the system in space footprint and cost and thus it should not interfere with the
production process more than necessary. The growing importance of connected
systems, cloud services and other services that do not stem from the industrial
domain may require a reevaluation of this separation. Often the systems are located
at a space with limited access or restricted access and can be protected by physical
measures. An outage of the IT system is only accepted for some subsystems.
Security for this domain is sometimes called Industrial IT-Security or OT-Security.
Automation is a special case of Embedded with some parts of Office.

Automotive One challenge for the automotive domain is that the system cannot be
protected by limiting the persons that have access to it with physical measures. An
outage of the IT system is only accepted for some subsystems. Similar to the office
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4. Current Challenges to Industrial Security

domain, there are more persons that can get physical access to more parts of the
system. Automotive is a special case of Automation.

Server This area considers systems that are usually located in specific locations and have
less direct user interaction. Depending on the architecture and use these systems
may be called server, server farm, data center, high performance computer (HPC).
This kind of systems is getting more important and is thus moving into the focus of
attackers as more and more applications are being moved to the “cloud”. Depending
on the application, the importance of the security goals (see Section 6.1) can shift
but availability has always a high priority. One advantage compared to the prior
mentioned industries is that oftentimes physical measures can be applied easier.

This thesis has been created mainly focusing on automation systems. Nevertheless, the
approach is also applicable for the other areas since systems are getting more and more
connected, and also fields and applications that have been analog for a long time are now
being digitized.
The industrial automation domain is already familiar with the process driven and

strongly regulated field of safety and there exist open topics how to efficiently solve safety
and security in a system. This is covered in other publications like [WSW15] and is not
focused on in this thesis.

Currently everybody is talking about smart devices. Starting at home with smart home
appliances like coffee makers (hacked coffee maker1) or lights (smart light bulb worm2),
continuing with phones, watches, and cars (hacked prius3, remote jeep hack4,5,6) con-
nected devices are wherever we go and speakers and microphones (Alexa data revealed7)
and cameras (hacked smart cameras8) capture everything. The trend of digitization
continues in industrial production (Stuxnet9), supply chains (attack on Maersk10, So-
larwinds11), and critical infrastructure like energy production ([KMM+16]) or hospitals
(hit by ransomware12). We are more and more relying on these systems to not break
down but this infrastructure can be quite fragile13. There is a need for holistic security,
because more or less sensitive or valuable data are scattered all over these devices and
cloud services. But, because the security is only as good as it is at the most insecure

1https://decoded.avast.io/martinhron/the-fresh-smell-of-ransomed-coffee/
2https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/smart-light-bulb-worm-hops-from/
3https://www.forbes.com/sites/andygreenberg/2013/07/24/hackers-reveal-nasty-new-car-attacks-
with-me-behind-the-wheel-video/

4https://www.kaspersky.com/blog/blackhat-jeep-cherokee-hack-explained/9493/
5https://www.wired.com/2015/07/hackers-remotely-kill-jeep-highway/
6https://www.wired.com/2016/08/jeep-hackers-return-high-speed-steering-acceleration-hacks/
7https://www.heise.de/-4256015
8https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8067561/Beware-spy-baby-monitor-smart-camera-security-
chiefs-warn-cyber-crooks-hack-them.html

9https://archive.org/details/w32_stuxnet_dossier
10https://www.reuters.com/article/us-cyber-attack-maersk-idUSKBN19I1NO
11https://www.microsoft.com/security/blog/2021/01/20/deep-dive-into-the-solorigate-second-stage-

activation-from-sunburst-to-teardrop-and-raindrop/
12https://www.wired.com/story/universal-health-services-ransomware-attack/
13https://www.heise.de/newsticker/meldung/Serverausfall-bei-Homematic-IP-3903589.html
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4. Current Challenges to Industrial Security

part in the system, the overall system needs to be analyzed, from the sensor all the way
up to the cloud service and back down to the smartphone. Moreover this analysis has
to be repeated continuously when some part of the system changes (e.g. by installing
updates) or when new attacks or vulnerabilities are found. Unlike some other properties
of a system, security is more a process than a property14.
Furthermore, legislative bodies are increasing efforts to enforce security for critical

infrastructure15 and also other types of systems.
For organizational security and also industrial systems there is already a growing

number of standards and guidelines. Most prominently, there are the ISO 27000 series of
standards and the related BSI IT-Grundschutz for organizations and the ISA/IEC 62443
for industrial systems. However, there are many more domain specific security standards
and guidelines. Most of them require an overview of the system to be protected and to
consider the whole system. For the office environments including desktop computers,
different types of servers and so forth, a larger amount of methodologies and supporting
tools providing a reasonable level of security exists, but the industrial applications have not
yet been focused on similarly. Additionally, these systems are created of a more versatile
portfolio of components that cannot be secured with exactly the same approaches that
work well on office components. Moreover, the assets of industrial control systems (the
production system itself, the products, ...) are oftentimes valued higher than in an office
environment. In addition, the interconnection of these systems to the internet or cloud
services is relatively new for many compared to the lifetimes of such systems that span
around 20 years. This leads to the situation that systems that have been designed and
built long ago are now challenged by the threats that, from their perspective, come from
the future, when they are to be “digitalized”. There has been research and development
on products to enhance the capabilities of components. This is either done by applying
or adopting existing measures from other areas, for example, by using TLS to encrypt
communication paths, or by developing measures that focus the specific requirements of
the components (cf. [FZ18]). On the other hand, because security is only as strong as
the weakest component, there is a need for a holistic concept to secure a system.
One of the first steps when securing any system is to get an as complete as possible

insight into all parts of it to be able to create an efficient security solution that provides
appropriate protection. Depending on the system and its context, additional constraints
may apply like for example cost, user acceptance or regulatory restrictions. This work
provides one possible way to get this insight to the system.

14https://www.schneier.com/essays/archives/2000/04/the_process_of_secur.html
15https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32008L0114
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Design

Implementation

Commissioning
Operation

Maintenance

Decommissioning

Disposal

Figure 5.1.: System Life Cycle

System Security is a task that influences all phases of the system life cycle (see
Figure 5.1).
The following aspects are in the focus of this thesis.

Development of secure systems When designing a new system, security is usually not
the primary objective. But for an efficient solution, security should be considered as
early as possible, therefore accounting for security aspects in every design decision.

Improvement of existing secure systems For a secured system, that is in operation for
some amount of time, changes may inevitably be necessary or have already been
done or new threats may have risen. At that point the system needs to be assessed
for fulfilling the existing or new security requirements.

Enhancement of not yet secure systems When retrofitting security to a already run-
ning system, one has to get an overview of the whole system before adding security
measures.

These three scenarios differ in the amount of influence the security can have on the
system design and also in the availability of security (knowledge, processes, measures,

15



5. Problem Statement

documentation, ...) that is already existing. Security-by-Design and Security-by-Default
strategies cannot easily be applied to existing systems that should be made secure because
these are created for designing new systems. Many of those existing systems have grown
to be very complex. In order to increase the security of these systems in a transparent and
understandable way, one first has to get an as complete as possible overview of the system.
Only then efficient measures can be selected. Furthermore, it is necessary to check if the
measures taken do not introduce additional vulnerabilities. Similar considerations are
also necessary for systems that are being designed. In this case, measures that affect the
system design can be taken more easily which will result in an efficient solution. All three
scenarios have in common that an overview of the system is required.

It is necessary that the same approach can be used for existing systems and those that
are being developed.
In the IT industry, there are already commonly accepted approaches how to secure

systems like those described in widely known standards like the ISO 27000 series [ISO13] or
the German BSI Grundschutz [Bun17]. For the industrial domain this is not yet similarly
common. There exist standards like, for example, the ISA/IEC 62443 [ISA] or domain
specific whitepapers and guidelines, but their application is currently more difficult due
to the highly diverse components and structures used in the industrial systems.

16



6. Definitions

6.1. Security Related Definitions

Information Security is “the protection of information against unauthorized disclosure,
transfer, modification, or destruction, whether accidental or intentional.” [IEC20h]
Information is one of the essential assets security aims to protect. In the presented
modeling approach information is stored in systems and transmitted via interfaces.

Computer Security means “freedom from unacceptable risk to an information processing
system [...] The source of harm can be malicious or accidental. [...] Computer
security covers mainly availability, integrity and confidentiality.” [IEC20a]
Reducing the risk of interference to computer systems is a main goal of security.
Modeling the system allows to find sources of interference in a structured way.

Attack is an “attempt to gain access to an information processing system in order to
produce damage. [...] The damage can be, for example, destruction, disclosure,
alteration, unauthorized use.” [IEC20e]
Security provides means to limit or eliminate the effect of an attack. In a system
model attacks can be simulated in order to identify their impact.

Attack vector The path an attack takes from the attacker to the target.
As system nowadays consist of many components, the target of an attacker may
not be close to the entrypoints to the system. In a model of the system, tools can
assist in determining attack vectors.

Confidentiality is the “property of data whose represented information is only accessible
to authorized entities.” [IEC20c]

Integrity is the “property of data that have not been altered or destroyed in an unautho-
rized and undetected manner.” [IEC20b]

Availability is the “ability to be in a state to perform as required. [...] Availability depends
upon the combined characteristics of the reliability [...], recoverability [...], and
maintainability [...] of the item, and the maintenance support performance [...].”
[IEC20f]

Authenticity is the “property of data that ensures that the identity of an entity is the one
claimed [...] The entity can be, for example, a user, a process, a system, information.”
[IEC20d]

17



6. Definitions

The security goals Non Repudiation, Accountability, and Anonymity/Privacy are not
needed in the scope of this document and thus not defined here. These goals focus on
the communication content and metadata of communication that are not handled by the
model.
The prioritization of the goals concerning a part of the system is independent of the
system model. As a result, changing the priority of a security goal for the analysis does
not require to re-model the system.

6.2. Modeling Related Definitions

Model A model is a “mathematical or physical representation of a system or a process,
based with sufficient precision upon known laws, identification or specified supposi-
tions” [IEC20g].
Sufficient precision is in the context of this thesis on the one hand a moving target
as this can change with new findings (e.g., properties/parts of the system or known
vulnerabilities), on the other hand, it is a feature of the model to have a varying
precision for different subsystems.

System under evaluation The system that is being modeled. One important aspect is
the system boundary. The presented methodology allows to start with a rough
definition of the boundary and refining it in the course of the modeling.

More detailed definitions of the specific modeling aspects can be found in 8.2.
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7. Related Work

7.1. Significant Security Standards

Security uses similar measures for the different domains it is applied to. These domains
include but are not limited to: Office IT, Data center, Embedded, Automation. The
documents described in this section are not directly used for the modeling approach but
they require assessing the corresponding technical system. The model described in this
thesis can be used to achieve some part this required insight.

ISO/IEC 27000 Series
The ISO/IEC 27000 series of standards describes information security management.
It mainly focuses on office IT and server IT and describes an Information Security
Management System (ISMS) to handle planning, implementation and revision of security
measures. [ISO13]

BSI IT-Grundschutz
The BSI IT-Grundschutz initially targeted federal authorities but is now also used in the
private sector. In general it has the same goals as the ISO 27000 series but it tries to
ease the creation of the management system by defining building blocks for which the risk
assessment is already done. These blocks can be applied to assets of the system. This
speeds up the evaluation of the system and reduces the complexity for risk assessment.
The current version of the document also covers specific assets for industrial control
systems. [Bun17]

ISA/IEC 62443 Series
The ISA/IEC 62443 mainly focuses on industrial automation and control systems. It
bases on an information security management system like the one defined in the ISO
27000 series and defines additional measures for industrial assets. The measures are
required to be evaluated for the different life cycle phases of a system. One additional
concept of the standard is the definition of a Security Level (SL). This level can be used
as a target level to define what properties the system has to fulfill. It can also be used
as a metric to assess the current state of implementation of the system. But as security
is not a property but a process, the current SL is only a snapshot and cannot easily be
extrapolated to the future. To solve this problem, the standard defines organizational
measures to keep the technical and organizational measures up to date. [ISA]
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7.2. Modeling Approaches

In general, modeling means to formalize characteristics of a system. The resulting model is
used for e.g. analysis concerning important properties like stability, simulation, diagnosis,
observation, or serves as a starting point for further modeling. In the following, three
aspects of modeling are introduced, that are important for the proposed methodology.

Hierarchy
A hierarchy describes the relation of the objects of a system in relation to each other.
They are either above, below, or on the same level to one another. For example, in a tree,
there is a parent child relation for elements above and below and the sibling relation for
elements on the same level. [Ber68, p. 27 ff.]

Topology
In networking technology, a topology describes the location of devices, interconnections,
and data flows between the communication participants.

Ontology
Ontology translated from ancient Greek means the scientific occupation with matters of
being. An ontology is used to describe the properties, concepts, and relations between
the subjects of a specific domain.

7.3. Modeling of IT Systems and Software

Modeling is a commonly used method for representing and exchanging the concepts of
a system. When creating software, model based approaches can be applied in several
phases. For example, the design can be model driven, code generation can benefit from
a model, and testing can also occur against modeled behavior. Another example is the
software bill of materials (SBOM) of a product, that can either be input or output of a
model of a system.

UML2/SysML
The Unified Modeling Language (UML) is commonly used in software engineering when
designing a system. It also defines graphical elements that represent the modeled data.
This includes diagrams for structure, behavior, and interactions of components [Obj20b].
UML defines several diagram types for describing different aspects of the system [Obj17].
It heavily focuses on graphical representations and can get quite complicated to completely
model the system.

The System Modeling Language (SysML) is subset and an extension to UML. It tries
to remove the software-centric focus of UML to be able to describe more parts of systems.
[Obj20a, Obj19]
As this work focuses on the communication properties of a system (which is only one

aspect in UML/SysML models), using the full set of UML/SysML would complicate
the description of the modeling approach. Nevertheless, the defined modeling primitives
can be mapped to UML, and the approach could be implemented using (and maybe
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extending) UML/SysML, but this is not evaluated further in this thesis. For this thesis,
the RDF/OWL family of tools has been chosen because it is closer to the graph-based
approach.

RDF/RDFS/OWL/OWL2
The Resource Description Framework (RDF) is a framework for representing knowledge.
It can be represented in different formats. RDFS is used to describe structural constraints
for RDF data.[W3C14a, W3C14b]

OWL and OWL2 (Web Ontology Language) are languages that can be used for similar
use cases like RDFS but there is a difference in expressiveness and decidability between
RDFS and OWL2 respectively the OWL2 sub languages. For example, ontologies written
in OWL DL are decidable in contrast to OWL Full. [W3C04, W3C12]

As these languages are used for machine readable representation of information, there
also exist query languages to retrieve or manipulate information stored in the models. One
example for these query languages is the SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language
(SPARQL). [W3C13]

The modeling methodology created in this thesis is inspired by the triple statements
used in RDF(S)/OWL and thus can be implemented using RDFS or OWL/OWL2. The
example implementation uses RDFS and the SPARQL query language.

7.4. Modeling of Security in a System Context

Security adds additional properties and inter dependencies to systems. These aspects
work differently to the non-security aspects that are represented in models, which is why
the existing modeling approaches may not be able to cover these.

Access models and information flow models
In [MARA15], models are used to describe restrictions on access and information flow. The
models and modeling approaches focus on formal representations. However, this approach
does not fit that well on larger communication systems or when not all information about
the components is available.
The described models require a deep understanding of the system behavior. This

does not fit to the goal of this work to allow security assessment even when only partial
information is available. Nevertheless, these models can be added to the modeling tool
set to allow a more granular description of access and information flow restrictions (see
Section 8.3.4 for extensions in general and Section 8.3.4.3 for the access control specific
extension).

UMLSec
In a paper for the extension to UML, called UMLSec, the author suggests extending UML
with security elements. It focuses on increasing the security of a system starting at the
design phase. [Jü01]
Many of the information needed for creating the proposed enriched diagrams are not

(or not that easily) available at the early stages of analysis. One goal of this thesis was
to allow an assessment of the security also when information is missing. Additionally, it
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does not focus on the specific data and operations. This information may be included in
deeper layers of the model but they are not necessary for the analysis.

Secure Tropos
Secure Tropos is an extension to the Tropos software development methodology to treat
security requirements on the same way as functional requirements. It is used to specify
security requirements for development of new systems. [MG07]
This approach needs full information about the system, which is possible at the

considered state of development but does not fit to the goal of the thesis to also model
existing systems where information is missing. Another difference is that Secure Tropos
explicitly models threats, which implies that the threats are part of the model and changes
in the threat landscape may require significant changes of the model. The methodology
of this thesis handles this type of information in a way that there is no need to revise the
decisions that are made when modeling the system.

ADVISE
The ADversary VIew Security Evaluation (ADVISE) modeling approach focuses on a state
based executable model that contains the system and the adversaries. The authors stress
that a profound assumption on the adversary is necessary in order to assess the security
of a system. The simulation leads to a graph showing the attack paths an adversary can
go and the dependencies and relations between them. [LUP+10, LFK+11]

The ADVISE approach shows that information about the attacker is crucible in order to
give reasonable information about possible attacks. If new attack vectors are discovered,
the information about the system and the adversary need to be updated and the model
re-simulated. In contrast to this thesis, the focus of ADVISE is to model and simulate
the dynamic behavior of the system.

7.5. Security Evaluation Approaches

7.5.1. Threat & Risk Analysis

Like for any other aspect of a system, security needs to be measured to some extend in
order to trace the degree of fulfillment of the corresponding requirements. One way of
evaluating the state of security of a system if the threat and risk analysis. In the following,
some approaches are covered.

STRIDE
STRIDE stands for the threat categories Spoofing, Tampering, Repudiation, Informa-
tion disclosure, Denial of service, and Elevation of privileges that are considered in
the corresponding threat model. The system under evaluation should be checked for
these categories, looking at the identified components and data flows it is comprised of.
[HLOS07]

STRIDE does not cover a methodology to find the components and data flows to look
at. Additionally, the results may differ depending on the involved persons. For example,
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on their experience in security, the STRIDE methodology, and the definitions of the
threats they have in mind.

Microsoft Threat Modeling tool
The Microsoft Threat Modeling tool supports using the STRIDE modeling approach
by providing a set of components to build the system with. After modeling, it lists the
threats that should be checked for the system. [Pot09] The tool allows to graphically
draw a model of the system under evaluation. There is no methodology given how to split
up the system or how to get the model adequately complete. Afterwards, a per element
STRIDE analysis can be executed. The tool is assisting the analysis by including the
STRIDE categories.

OWASP Threat Dragon
OWASP Threat Dragon is another tool to support using the STRIDE model. [Goo20]
It aims to be an open source alternative to the Microsoft Threat Modeling Tool. It is
available as desktop and web application.

7.5.2. Explorative Approaches

There are two approaches to testing that are special for security. The noteworthiness of
them results from the fact, that in their generic application the result depends on the
system under test and, in contrast to normal testing, also on the test execution.

Penetration Test
A penetration test involves using attacker tools to evaluate the security of a system.
According to [Bun04], its procedure consists of a series of steps. It starts with passive
and active reconnaissance of the system, then the targets are identified and selected.
Depending on the targets, the simulated attack is prepared and executed. The scope,
depth, and impact of the actions of the testers determines the quality of a penetration
test. It is crucial that the testers incorporate the clients wishes.
The result of a penetration test heavily depends on the tester executing it. Thus, the

results should not be interpreted like for example the results of a coverage test. If a
penetration test found some issue, the issue is confirmed. Conversely, if the penetration
test did not find any issue does not imply that there is no issue.

Fuzz Test
Fuzz testing or also called fuzzing originates in 1998, when it was used to evaluate the
robustness of UNIX utilities [Mil88]. The technique evolved and can now be used wherever
software can get input (e.g., user input, files, network protocols). In the beginning, fuzzing
used random data as input for the programs. Today it is possible to use evolving patterns
that may base on source code or protocol descriptions to more efficiently find flaws. When
fuzzing is applied to communication, it is sometimes called Communication Robustness
Test.

Similar to penetration testing, fuzz testing depends on the tooling and the tester.s
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7.6. Corresponding Security Research

A lot of research is done in the field of security. After mainly focusing on pure IT-Systems
now also OT-Systems and other IT-controlled physical systems (see also Section 4) are
getting more attention.

A framework for security measurement [WW97]
Measuring security would be valuable. The proposed measuring framework proposes to
select security properties, appropriate units, and scales for the system under consideration.
It is stressed that the choice of properties, units, and scales has an impact on the further
use of the measuring results. For example, when using an ordinal scale you get relative
measurements for subsystems but you cannot aggregate them to an overall measurement
for the whole subsystem.

Another aspect is that a security property is oftentimes the result of multiple components
working together (e.g. client and server). This has to be kept in mind, when selecting the
parameters for the framework.

It is assumed that the properties of individual components are easier to measure. Thus,
the system is decomposed until all leaf nodes are measurable. The measured properties,
annotated to the leaf components, are then aggregated (using a metric that depends on
the measurement property) upwards from the children to the parent in a way similar to
an attack tree.

The authors state that the “decomposition requires a comprehensive and precise under-
standing of the system”[WW97].

In comparison to the measurement framework, this thesis proposes a methodology for
generating the system overview. This bases on focusing on the communication between
systems. The metrics of the measurement framework could be adapted to fit into the
analysis concept (see Section 10.3).

Modeling and detection of cyber attacks on discrete event systems [FZ18]
The authors propose a mechanism to detect manipulation of control commands. It uses a
model of the intended system behavior.

In contrast to this thesis, which proposes a static model, the detection of manipulation
is done in a running system.

An Ontology for Digital Forensics in IT Security Incidents [Wol13]
Analyzing an computer incident can be tedious despite the existing tool support. The
approach proposes to collect the results of different tools into a semantic structure and
apply reasoning there. The advantages are said to be less time waiting for tool results by
using automated preprocessing and the ability to find correlations beyond the borders of
single tools.
This thesis also uses semantic methods but focuses on analyzing the structure of the

system under evaluation instead of correlating tool results and tracing forensic evidence.
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HML-IDS: A Hybrid-Multilevel Anomaly Prediction Approach for Intrusion Detection
in SCADA Systems [KPK+19]
The authors propose an approach that reduces the human effort on training Intrusion
Detection Systems (IDS) using machine learning techniques.

Intrusion detection takes place in the running system whereas the model of this thesis
is a static system model.

Cyber security threat modeling based on the MITRE Enterprise ATT&CK Matrix
[XLrL22]
The authors propose a domain specific language enterpriseLang that is an enhancement to
the Meta Attack Language (MAL). The additional information covered is the technique
information of MITRE ATT&CK. The resulting language can be used to create system
models that also allow simulation. It is tested by applying it to two real attacks.

In contrast to the described enterpriseLang, this thesis describes an modeling method-
ology that can be implemented using different modeling systems (the example implemen-
tation uses RDFS). Another difference is that the methodology of this thesis includes a
process to create a complete (see 8.3.4.1) model of the system under evaluation.

Quantitative Analysis of APT [KSK21]
The authors propose a modeling approach for Advanced Persistent Threats (APT). The
model originates from an attacker point of view, starting with reconnaissance and ending
with the attacker executing actions on its objective. It bases on stochastic timed automata
and uses attack step catalogs like MITRE ATT&CK. The result is the attack probability
over time for a given set of boundaries.

In contrast to the thesis the authors focus on APTs and known information about the
system and attacker tactics.

CySeMoL [HESN13]
The authors propose a modeling language to derive attack paths from the model.

In contrast, this thesis also models the unknown parts of the system.

Automating Security Risk and Requirements Management for Cyber-Physical
Systems [Han20]
The author proposes a model based approach for security risk assessment and deduction
of requirements.
In comparison, this thesis focuses on communication based system relations and also

addresses the “unknown” parts of the system under evaluation.

7.7. Modeling Research

In the field of modeling there is a lot of active research. The following mentions two
approaches that relate to the proposed methodology.
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C4 model in a Software Engineering subject to ease the comprehension of UML and
the software [VIGHGP20]
The authors propose to use the C4 model [Bro18] instead of UML for students learning
software engineering because it focuses the students on solving the given problem instead
of learning UML. They state that C4 is not a replacement to UML but eases the way
learning.
The C4 model only has four layers which is why it is not suitable for the (infinitely)

iterative modeling of this thesis. As stated in Section 7.3 UML can be used to implement
the methodology.

GraphQL2RDF: A proof-of-concept method to expose GraphQL data to the
Semantic Web [Nil21]
The author proposes a translation layer between GraphQL and RDF data. This leads to
easier usage of the data in GraphQL queriable stores and the semantic web.

In context of this thesis such a translation layer could be used to integrate more existing
data storages as input sources for system structure or metadata.
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The most important parts of the proposed solution are the iterative modeling approach
and the ability to provide results when information is missing (elliptic modeling). The
modeling starts with a very simple model of the system under evaluation: the system
and one communication interface to the environment. With each step, the system and
interfaces are split up to closer resemble the system under evaluation. This refinement of a
subsystem is only possible if information about this subsystem is available. The iteration
can be done arbitrary times for any system (respectively subsystem) in the model. In the
end, some parts of the system might be modeled in more detail than others. The more
detailed the model is, the more significant are the evaluation results. Even if some parts
are only split up roughly, an evaluation is possible (see Figure 8.1). One has to keep in
mind that the results for these parts can only be as good as the assumptions put into the
model.
The model is a suitable representation of a system for security analysis purposes

because systems and especially the security properties originate from the interactions and
interconnections of the parts the system is comprised of.
The modeling primitives comprise a base model and Extensions. The base model

contains the primitives for describing the communication correlations. An Extension
describes the model elements that can be used to add further information for a specific
topic. Extensions are described more in detail in Section 8.3.4.

Elliptic Modeling Approach
Often, modeling is done bottom-up, from the used components up to the complete system.
This approach is problematic for the intended usage of the proposed modeling methodology
as it requires full knowledge of all parts of the system. Additionally, it does not allow to
further specify the components without having to re-evaluate the aggregation, because
assumptions on the component behavior may become obsolete. When analyzing a system,
there may be information that is not available and thus cannot be included in the model.
This may be caused by:

Size The system under evaluation is too large to be able to identify all components.

Complexity The system under evaluation is too complex to have an equal insight into all
components and their interconnections.

Lack of knowledge The system under evaluation imposes restrictions that hinder analysis
of the components. The causes for missing knowledge are manifold. For example,
caused by missing insight, legal reasons or if the information is known (or at least
expected) to be irrelevant. This can happen, if no source code or documentation
is available for a system. For example, it is nearly impossible to fully model the
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Figure 8.1.: Iterative Methodology
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operating system of a computer. This may be caused by legal burdens that make it
hard to get access to all information. Another major obstacle is the huge amount
of data that would be needed to be represented by the model. The resulting time
to model and the size of the result prevent practical usage.

To overcome these difficulties, several parts of the modeling methodology work together.
The modeling is done top-down and, additionally, the model is incomplete (elliptic). To
eliminate the problems that result from the incompleteness, it is defined that

"everything not explicitly excluded from the model is assumed to be included".

This is achieved by explicitly adding elements that represent this unknown knowledge
using the Residual concept (see Section 8.3.4.1). For example, if information about the
system is omitted, it can happen that this information would explain why an attack
succeeded. In order to reduce this effect, an “unknown” system will be added in the
modeling process wherever there is incomplete knowledge about the examined system.
For instance, when vulnerabilities are mapped to a subsystem, this does not indicate that
these are the only weaknesses and attack possibilities, but that these are the known ones.
Using the Residual concept, the amount of this “unknown” information can be specified.

Iterative Refinement
Another distinctive feature of the modeling methodology is the selective iterative refine-
ment. This means that the model only needs to be refined where necessary or possible,
and the refinement can be repeated to an arbitrary depth (see Figure 3.1). The analysis
is executed on the lowest level (grey nodes in Figure 3.1). The upper layers stay in the
model to keep the structure of the system. By using the fact that a refinement step always
requires to redirect the connections to the new subsystems, there is always a traversable
graph for the analysis. Additionally, by using the isSubSystemOf and isSubInterfaceOf
relations it is possible to “zoom out” again. This means that for visualization purposes
the subsystems of a system and their connections can be aggregated to the system. This
allows, for example, to see the different refined communication relations of the system to
other systems. Nevertheless, this is only used for traversing the graph and not for the
analysis.

The iterative approach allows to provide results also in early stages of modeling. These
can be used to focus the refinement on the parts of the system that are easiest to attack
(cf. Figure 8.1).

8.1. Modeling of Components from the Security Perspective

There are many other approaches to model security properties, vulnerabilities, and
attack vectors. Some models focus on access restrictions and information flow, some
enhance existing modeling languages with security properties (see Section 7.4). But these
approaches require full knowledge of the system prior to analyzing the security of the
system.
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The approach described in this thesis is inspired by [WWS+16] but focuses on commu-
nication. It is proposed that every security relevant property can be reduced to interfaces
and the related communication. This requires a wide definition of communication. Start-
ing from users entering text via keyboard and reading data from a screen, to a web server
querying data from a database. All this is considered communication. Additionally, an
analysis can be executed after each step of modeling. With each additional modeling step,
the results of the analysis get more specific.
Attacks can be described in the same way. For example, a brute-force attack on a

WiFi network relies on receiving data from the air, processing it and then passing the
password to the access point. In this case, the most difficult part of the attack, and the
one that requires communication, is getting a handshake to guess the password from. The
brute-forcing of the password and the progress in cracking techniques, for example by
using GPUs, makes the attack faster but does not rely on communication with the target
system. Properties like cracking speed of a potential attacker can be attributed in the
model, but this is not the essential part of this work. Another example is ransomware.
It starts with a communication to the victim’s email client. The effect of the attack
heavily relies on the rights of the user to communicate with file storage (local hard disk
or network shares).

8.2. Modeling Definitions

Section 6.2 introduced the generic terms for modeling. Basing on these, this section
defines the specific terms used in the proposed modeling approach.
Notation: This section defines terms that are used in the following. The terms are

always written starting with a capital letter in order to distinguish the defined terms
from the common meaning of the words. For example: system vs. System: System with
capital S is further on used for the model element. System with lowercase s is used for
the concept. Usage example: The system under evaluation is at first step represented by
one System and one Interface.

Element An Element is a node of the graph. It represents structural elements or data.
Structural elements are for example the System nodes or Interface nodes. Data is
for example the human readable name that is assigned to some structural elements
using the name Relation.

Relation A Relation is a directed edge of the graph. It represents how the connected
Elements relate to each other. For relations, it is defined, which types of elements
can be tail and head of the edge. For example, in RDFS/OWL2, the tail type
is called domain, the head type is called range (see Sections 7.3 and 7.3). In the
following, Relations will be marked as follows:

From Relation−−−−−→ To

"Data" and Type Elements are marked. When defining a Relation, the allowed types
on both sides of the arrow have to be specified. The following defines the Relation
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MyRelation that assigns Elements of type Type01 to Elements of type Type02 :

MyRelation−−−−−−−→: Type01× Type02

For these, and all other expressions it is assumed that Elements of a type Type02,
that is a sub-type of Type01, are also of type Type01, similar to type hierarchies in
object orientation. This sub-type Relation is called subClassOf. If an Element A is
connected to an Element B via a series of same Relations of type MyRelation then
the Relation is marked with an appended *:

A MyRelation*−−−−−−−−→ B

Accordingly, the set of all Elements that are of a Type that is a sub-type of System
is called Systems. Analogously, the set of all Elements that are of a Type that is a
sub-type of Interface is called Interfaces.

x ∈ Systems↔ x type−−→ tx ∧ tx subClassOf*−−−−−−−→ System

y ∈ Interfaces↔ y type−−→ ty ∧ ty subClassOf*−−−−−−−→ Interface

Type A Type is an Element that can be on the head side of a type Relation. Between
different Type Elements a structure is defined using the subClassOf Relation.

type−−→: Element× Type
subClassOf−−−−−−−→: Type× Type

System A System is a special type of Element. It represents a structural element of the
model that collects the information of an existing part of the system under evaluation.
The represented information includes the Interfaces, structural information, and
additional metadata of the part. An instance of System is assigned a Type that is a
sub-type of System.

A is a System ↔ A ∈ Systems

Interface An Interface is a special type of Element. It represents a structural element of
the model that collects some part of the information of the communicative behavior
of an existing part of the system under evaluation.

A is an Interface ↔ A ∈ Interfaces

The model is represented as a directed graph with labeled nodes and edges. The edges
(Relations) are labeled with a relation type. Nodes (Elements) are labeled depending in
what they represent. Structural Elements are labeled with unique identifiers and data
Elements with the data.
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For example:

System01 name−−−→ "System Under Evaluation"

System01 type−−→ SystemType01

System01 hasInterface−−−−−−−→ Interface01

Interface01 name−−−→ "Interface 1"

Interface01 type−−→ InterfaceTypeA

System01 hasInterface−−−−−−−→ Interface02

Interface02 name−−−→ "Interface 2"

Interface02 type−−→ InterfaceTypeB

When displaying a graph, the “name” of the node is written inside of the node instead
of the identifier, and the name Relation and the “name” data Element are omitted. The
example above represented as a graph is shown in Figure 8.2.

has
Int

erf
ace

type

hasInterface

type

type

System Under Evaluation SystemType01

Interface 1 InterfaceTypeA Interface 2 InterfaceTypeB

Figure 8.2.: Example graph

8.3. Modeling Approach for Systems and Interfaces

The Model uses the object-oriented concept of types and instances. The type Relation
from Section 8.2 represents the fact that an Element is an instance of a Type and the
subClassOf Relation is used to build the type hierarchy. As stated in Section 8.1, the
basic concept for the model is communication. Thus, the fundamental Elements are
System and Interface.

System & Interface
An Interface always belongs to one System and one System can have multiple Interfaces.

∀i : i ∈ Interfaces ∃!s : s ∈ Systems s hasInterface−−−−−−−→ i
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Interfaces represent the ways the System can be interacted with. For example, a home
router has different network ports (WAN, LAN1, LAN2, LAN3, LAN4).

Router hasInterface−−−−−−−→WAN

Router hasInterface−−−−−−−→ LAN1

Router hasInterface−−−−−−−→ LAN2

Router hasInterface−−−−−−−→ LAN3

Router hasInterface−−−−−−−→ LAN4

So the System Router has the Interfaces WAN, LAN1, LAN2, LAN3, LAN4 connected to
it with the Relation hasInterface. This is shown in Figure 8.3.

hasInterface
hasInterface

hasInterface
ha
sIn
ter
fac
e

has
Inte

rfac
e

Router

LAN2LAN1WAN LAN3 LAN4

Figure 8.3.: Example System with several Interfaces

Basic Relations
The basic Relations are defined as follows:

hasInterface Assigns an Interface to a System.

hasInterface−−−−−−−→: System× Interface

isSubSystemOf Assigns a SubSystem to its parent System. The initial System of a
model has no parent. Each other System has exactly one isSubSystemOf relation
to another System.

isSubSystemOf−−−−−−−−−→: System× System

isSubInterfaceOf Assigns a SubInterface to its parent Interface. The initial Interface
of a model has no parent. Each other Interface has exactly one isSubInterfaceOf
Relation to another Interface.

isSubInterfaceOf−−−−−−−−−−→: Interface× Interface

connected States that two Interfaces are connected to each other. This is the initial
Relation for communication.

connected−−−−−−→: Interface× Interface
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The connected Relation is symmetric.

A ∈ Interfaces ∧ B ∈ Interfaces ∧ A connected−−−−−−→ B =⇒ B connected−−−−−−→ A

8.3.1. Partitioning

Modeling starts with one System and one Interface belonging to this System. By iteratively
splitting up the Systems into SubSystems, the model converges towards the real system.
A System can be iteratively split up into SubSystems as shown in Figure 8.4. In

System

SubSystem_2 SubSystem_nSubSystem_1

SubSubSystem_1_2 SubSubSystem_1_mSubSubSystem_1_1

...

...

Figure 8.4.: Subdivision of System

an analog way, the Interface can be split up into SubInterfaces as shown in Figure 8.5.
Splitting up Systems and Interfaces is combined as shown in Figure 8.6. Additional
Interfaces can be created when splitting up a System if they are needed to represent the
communication of the SubSystems as shown in Figure 8.7.
As a small preponement to the Residual Extension (see Section 8.3.4 for the general

explanation of Extensions and Section 8.3.4.1 for the Residual concept), each (Sub)System
is assigned a ResidualInterface to represent the existing but not explicitly modeled

Interface

SubInterface_2 SubInterface_nSubInterface_1

SubSubInterface_1_2 SubSubInterface_1_mSubSubInterface_1_1

...

...

Figure 8.5.: Subdivision of Interface
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System Interface

SubSystem_1 SubInterface_I SubSystem_2 SubInterface_II ... SubSystem_n SubInterface_N

SubSubSystem_1_1 SubSubInterface_I_I SubSubSystem_1_2 SubSubInterface_I_II ... SubSubSystem_1_m SubSubInterface_I_M

Figure 8.6.: Subdivision of System and Interface

...

System

SubSystem_1 Interface_D Interface_C SubSystem_2 SubInterface_A_1 SubInterface_B_2

Interface_A Interface_B

...

Figure 8.7.: New interfaces on SubSystem layer

possibilities to interact with it. Additionally, when splitting up a System there is always
added a ResidualSubSystem to represent the existing but not explicitly modeled parts of
functionalities of the System. Figure 8.8 shows an example.

System

Interface_A

Interface_B
ResidualInterface

...

SubSystem_1
ResidualSubInterface

Interface_D

Interface_C

SubSystem_2

SubInterface_A_1

SubInterface_B_2
ResidualSubInterface

ResidualSubSystem
ResidualSubInterface

...

Figure 8.8.: Residual SubSystems and Residual Interfaces
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Figure 8.9.: Example (hierarchical)

Example
The example uses a home network to show the first RefinementStep (RefinementStep will
be explained in detail in Section 8.3.3). The modeling starts with the System Home, its
Interfaces HomeInterface and ResidualInterface, and the following Relations:

Home hasInterface−−−−−−−→ HomeInterface

Home hasInterface−−−−−−−→ ResidualInterface

The System Home is split up into Laptop, Tablet, Printer, Telephone, Smartphone,
SmartHomeGateway, SmartLightBulb, Router, and ResidualSystem. Each of the SubSys-
tems is assigned Interfaces to communicate with each other and a ResidualInterface. The
Router takes the SubInterfaces of the HomeInterface. Figure 8.9 shows the hierarchical
decomposition (arrows represent the Relations isSubSystemOf and isSubInterfaceOf) of
the network, and Figure 8.10 shows how the SubSystems are connected to each other.
The communication path always consists of steps that start at a System, then uses two
Interfaces and then again a System. For example the path from the Smartphone to the
Laptop looks like this:

Smartphone hasInterface−−−−−−−−→WiFiClient2 connected−−−−−−→WiFiAccessPoint hasInterface←−−−−−−−− Router

hasInterface−−−−−−−−→WiFiAccessPoint connected←−−−−−−WiFiClient1 hasInterface←−−−−−−−− Laptop

Of course it is possible to sniff the data sent from WiFiClient3 in WiFiClient2, but this
is excluded in the example for the sake of simplicity.
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Figure 8.10.: Example (topological)

8.3.2. Specialization

Systems are usually comprised of more or less standardized components. Modeling should
take this into account to reduce the effort when adding or refining such elements in
the model. It is done by defining a type hierarchy beyond the basic types System and
Interface. This will also be used for the Refinement Blueprints and assigning common
meta data like vulnerabilities.
Figure 8.11 shows an example of a type hierarchy. This can for example be used as

follows: When splitting up a System that represents a simple office network, the first step
is to split up the System according to the physical SubSystems. So the new SubSystems
are the Router, one Server, and several Laptops. The RefinementSteps of the Laptops
can use the information that they are common off the shelf products, and the SubSystems
of it are known in the Refinement Blueprint. For the refinement of the Router, it is known
that it is also is a EmbeddedDevice. As a consequence, the Refinement Blueprint specifies
that it physical debug interfaces typically present on embedded devices need to be taken
into account.
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Embedded Device Personal Computer

System

Operating System

Router Laptop Desktop Linux Android Windows

Manufacturer A Manufacturer B Windows XP Windows 7 Windows 8.1 Windows 10

Interface

Network Interface Wireless

WiFi ZigBeeDECTWAN LAN

802.11g 802.11y 802.11n 802.11ac802.11b802.11a

Figure 8.11.: Example type hierarchy
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8.3.3. Refinement

Section 8.3.1 explained the basic steps of the so called Refinement process that is illustrated
in Figure 3.1. Modeling always starts with an initial model. It consists of a System and
Interface, and a EnvironmentSystem and EnvironmentInterface which is connected to
the Interface of the System (see Figure 8.12). Depending on which additional properties
should be modeled, the starting model can comprise additional elements (see Section
8.3.4). An example for a step-wise refinement of a server is shown in Figure 8.13 (only
showing the System elements, the coloring is analogous to Figure 3.1).

hasInterface

connected

hasInterface
EnvironmentSystem System

EnvironmentInterface Interface

Figure 8.12.: Base System with Environment

System Under Evaluation

Computer

Software Hardware

Web Server Operating System

Server Main Software Library 1 Library 2 Library 3 Library 4

Figure 8.13.: Refinement example Web Server (only Systems)

RefinementStep
A RefinementStep is a series of operations on the model that is executed as an atomic
change in order to keep the model consistent. A RefinementStep always specializes one
System (System-to-be-refined) and its Interfaces. The System is assigned a number of
SubSystems. These SubSystems are assigned Interfaces that are either a SubInterface of
one of the System-to-be-refined, or an Interface needed to describe the connections between
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the SubSystems. All Relations of the System-to-be-refined and its Interfaces (except
hasInterface, isSubInterfaceOf, isSubSystemOf) need to be redirected to the SubSystems
and their Interfaces. An example for this is shown in Figures 8.14, 8.15, and 8.16.
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Figure 8.14.: Example RefinementStep
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Figure 8.15.: Example RefinementStep refining SystemA to SystemC
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Figure 8.16.: Example RefinementStep adding Residual

If the Interface of the System-to-be-refined is an aggregation of different not yet
specified communication channels, the refinement will either lead to a SubSystem to
inherit the Interface from the parent System or at least one SubSystem getting assigned
the SubInterfaces. Another preponement to the Residual concept (see Section 8.3.4.1):
When splitting up an Interface, an additional ResidualInterface has to be added as
SubInterface to represent the unknown or missing Interfaces that originate from the fact
that some communication channels may not be known (see Figure 8.16).

8.3.4. Extensions

One challenge when trying to model complex systems is that there can be domain specific
knowledge about the interactions of the components. So there needs to be a mechanism
to add domain specific knowledge to the model.
The modeling approach is designed to be extensible to allow additional information

to be represented. For example, information about existing vulnerabilities (e.g. from
the CVE lists [MIT20]) can be attributed to parts of the model to allow a more detailed
assessment of the attack paths.

A further aspect is that knowledge increases over time. So this mechanism can also be
used to, for example, reflect the new approaches of security measures or attacks.
The different Extensions can require and extend each other. For example, the func-

tionality of the base model to find attack paths can be extended by the Vulnerability
Extension as the vulnerabilities in components allow new paths. As another example, the
Cryptography Extension requires the Access Extension to be present as cryptography
allows to detail the enforcement of access restrictions.

The base model, which is described in Section 8.3, can also be defined like an Extension.
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Base Extension

System Types
System

Interface Types
Interface

Metadata Types
Metadata

Relation Types
isSubSystemOf−−−−−−−−−→: System × System
isSubInterfaceOf−−−−−−−−−−→: Interface × Interface
hasInterface−−−−−−−→: System × Interface
connected−−−−−−→: Interface × Interface

Extension 8.1.: Base Extension

It defines the types Interface and System. The fundamental Relations are hasInterface to
assign an Interface to a System, isSubSystemOf to represent the refinement of a System,
isSubInterfaceOf to represent the refinement of an Interface and connected to define the
connections between Interfaces. This is summarized in Extension 8.1.
The Extensions furthermore can add rules for the RefinementStep to keep the model

consistent. The base model, for example, restricts that a RefinementStep is only valid if
all connections of the parent Interfaces are redirected to child Interfaces.

8.3.4.1. Residual concept

The Residual Extension defines the ResidualSystem and ResidualInterface types that
are used to mark Systems and Interfaces to represent the not modeled aspects of a system.
This is summarized in Extension 8.2.

A System always has at most one ResidualInterface, and a ResidualSystem can have
an arbitrary number of Interfaces.

The residual part of a system is the one that is not known or that is not to be modeled.
There can be different reasons for parts of a system to be unknown. For example, when the
part of the system is run by another company and it only provides the description of the
interface, or when license agreements do not allow to look deeper into the subsystem. To
allow some more distinct reasoning about these elements, a percentage can be attributed
to give an estimation of the size of the residual part of the system. This value is used
when analyzing the model (see Section 10.2).

One may not want to model some parts of the system because it is out of the scope of
the analysis and it is sufficient to use assumptions of the relevant subsystem.

As anticipated in Sections 8.3.1 and 8.3.3, when splitting up a System, a ResidualSystem
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Residual Extension

Dependencies
Base Extension

System Types
ResidualSystem

Interface Types
ResidualInterface

Metadata Types
ResidualPercentage

Relation Types
residualSystemSize−−−−−−−−−−−→: System × ResidualPercentage
residualInterfaceSize−−−−−−−−−−−−→: Interface × ResidualPercentage

Extension 8.2.: Residual Extension

is added as a SubSystem; and when splitting up an Interface, an ResidualInterface is
added as a SubInterface. This has already been mentioned in Section 8.3.3.

8.3.4.2. Communication concept

This plugin further specifies the types of Interfaces. The summary is given in Exten-
sion 8.3. It adds new basic types of Interface: Transmit only (TransmitOnly), receive only
(ReceiveOnly), transmit and receive (Bidirectional), initiate only (InitiateOnly), and listen
only (ListenOnly). The different types are used to represent the possibilities of information
flow. TransmitOnly and ReceiveOnly only allow information flow in one direction, Bidirec-
tional is the combination of TransmitOnly and ReceiveOnly thus allowing information to
flow in both directions. TransmitOnly and ReceiveOnly also allow information flowing in

Communication Extension

Dependencies
Base Extension

Interface Types
TransmitOnly, ReceiveOnly, Bidirectional, InitiateOnly, ListenOnly

Relation Types
compatible−−−−−−→: Interface × Interface

Extension 8.3.: Communication Extension
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Figure 8.17.: Communication Extension: Interfaces
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Figure 8.18.: Communication Extension example (compatible)

both direction but only TransmitOnly can initiate the communication. This is illustrated
in Figure 8.17. Examples for these types are FM broadcast station (TransmitOnly), FM
receiver (ReceiveOnly), walkie-talkie (Bidirectional), TCP client (InitiateOnly), and TCP
server (ListenOnly). This differentiation was described in [WWS+16].
Interfaces can communicate in the direction or directions that are specified by the

basic type if they are compatible to each other and are connected with each other. A
ResidualInterface is compatible to all other Interfaces. For example, a browser has a
HTTPClient Interface (InitiateOnly) that is compatible to the HTTPServer Interface
(ListenOnly) of a web server (see Figure 8.17).

Using these primitives, in addition to the properties of the Systems that specify how
information travels between the different Interfaces of a System, the system model and
the attack vectors closer resemble the system under evaluation (see also [WWS+16]).
The properties of a System include specified behavior and also known vulnerabilities.
For example, a web client that is exploiting a SQL injection is using the communicates
Relation between the HTTPServer Interface and the SQLClient Interface of the web
server.

The additional logic that is added by the Communication Extension is that communi-
cation is restricted by direction (TransmitOnly, ReceiveOnly) and initiator (InitiateOnly,
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hasInterface

hasInterface

connected

WebServer Smartphone

HTTPServer HTTPClient

Figure 8.19.: Communication Extension example (communication stack)

ListenOnly). This is represented in the weight calculation as described later in Sec-
tion 10.2.2.

8.3.4.3. Access control

Access Extension

Dependencies
Base Extension

Metadata Types
Identity

Relation Types
hasAccessTo−−−−−−−→: Identity × Interface
hasIdentity−−−−−−−→: System × Identity

Extension 8.4.: Access Extension

Access restrictions can limit the data flow between Systems. A Metadata-Element-Type
Identity is defined that represents the Identity used for determining if a System that can
be of that Identity has access to another System via one of its Interfaces. To keep the
openness of the model, the Relation that specifies the restriction is given as hasAccessTo
to specify that a specific Identity is allowed to access an Interface. This results from
the approach that the attacker can take steps if there is no restriction. The complete
Extension is summarized in Extension 8.4.

The Access-Control Extension is used when calculating the weight as described later in
Section 10.2.3.
The access restrictions used in the model are only a very basic abstraction of the

existing access models that are for example described in Section 7.4. More advanced
access models can be added by creating a plugin.
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8.3.4.4. Vulnerability mapping

Vulnerability Extension

Dependencies
Base Extension

Metadata Types
Vulnerability

Relation Types
isVulnerableTo−−−−−−−−−→: System × Vulnerability

Extension 8.5.: Vulnerability Extension

A Metadata-Element-Type Vulnerability is defined that represents vulnerabilities that
can be assigned to a System using the isVulnerableTo Relation. Depending on the assigned
vulnerabilities, a step in an attack path can be taken with more or less ease. For this
the Vulnerability needs to hold the additional property "score". This is summarized in
Extension 8.5.

A commonly used format to describe vulnerabilities is the CVE format that holds further
details for automatic mapping of vulnerabilities to Systems and a more detailed scoring
system. This format could be defined as an extension to the Vulnerability Extension that
has to define a mapping of the CVSS score to the "score" property of the Vulnerability
metadata element.
Similar to the Communication Extension and the Access-Control Extension, the Vulnera-
bility Extension is used when calculating the weight as described later in Section 10.2.4.

8.3.4.5. Cryptographic primitives

One often used measure for security is using cryptography. To represent it in the model,
several additional Elements and Relations are defined in Extension 8.6:

Elements Connection, Key, SymmetricKey, AsymmetricKey, PublicKey, PrivateKey

Relations trusts [from System to PublicKey], hasKey [from System to Key], securedWith
[from Interface to Connection], signed [from PrivateKey to PublicKey], usesKey
[from Connection to Key]

The trusts Relation represents the configured roots of trust for the System, for example,
the installed certificate authorities. The hasKey Relation represents that the System can
use the related Key to participate in encrypted communication. The signed Relation is
used to represent the transitive trust that is created by signing certificates. The Connection
type is only a basic one. To further specify the Connection, the extension mechanism can
be used. For example, the Connection could be specialized to a TLS-Connection with the
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Cryptography Extension

Dependencies
Base Extension

Metadata Types
Connection, Key, SymmetricKey, AsymmetricKey, PublicKey, PrivateKey

Relation Types
hasKey−−−−→: System × Key
usesKey−−−−−→: Connection × Key
signed−−−−→: PrivateKey × PublicKey
trusts−−−→: System × PublicKey
securedWith−−−−−−−→: Interface × Connection

Extension 8.6.: Cryptography Extension

allowed cipher suites as attributes. The securedWith Relation assigns the Connection to
the Interface that is secured using the assigned methods.
The effect on weight calculation is described in Section 10.2.5.
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Figure 8.20.: Cryptography Extension type structure

8.4. Attacker-System Modeling

An attacker is modeled similar to a System. Depending on which types of interfaces are
given to the attacker, where these are attached to, and which additional information is
supplied, the attacker can get access to different parts of the system. The following shows
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how it may look if the attacker is connected to the system under evaluation from the
outside:

Attacker type−−→ System

Attacker Interface type−−→ Interface

Attacker Interface connected−−−−−−→ EnvironmentInterface

Similar to the model of the system, the attacker can be refined, too.
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Building a model from scratch for a larger system can be tedious, so there has to be some
kind of assistance for the main part of the modeling process.
There are several sources of information that can provide input to an automation. A

straightforward source of information are existing models that were used for designing the
system or using tools for scanning the system for its components. Extracting data from
those models and the other tools that are used to describe systems is out of the scope of
this thesis. Some ideas how to ease the modeling are described in Chapter 15.1.

Set-Value Actual-Value comparison
For a network the set-value is the network plan. So the model should at least include
the information covered by it. When tools for network scanning or inventory show
additional devices that are not specified in the plan, modeling does not need to stall until
the mismatch is resolved. In the model the additional devices are represented in the
ResidualSystem node with an adequately sized percentage estimate (see Section 8.3.4.1).
When there is less devices discovered than the plan specifies, those missing devices can
also be included in the ResidualSystem node.

The result of resolving the mismatch can be represented by refining the ResidualSystem
node.
Comment: Adding information to the model later is easier than deleting or changing

information (see also Section 15.1). That is why the information about the not discovered
devices is only represented in the ResidualSystem node and not by adding those.

Universal Information about SubComponents (Blueprints)
Another approach to improve modeling efficiency is to use blueprints. A big part of
information about of which parts a (sub-)system is composed of is common knowledge.
For example, if a system is a commercial off the shelf component like a standard desktop
computer, this implies a lot of information about the subcomponents (e.g. firewall, kernel,
versioning, sources of vulnerability notes, common subcomponents like office software).
This is represented in the modeling process as blueprints for RefinementSteps. A blueprint
contains a pre-filled RefinementStep that includes the SubSystems, Interfaces, and their
interconnections. A Blueprint may contain more or less elements than exist in the specific
system, so when applying it to the RefinementStep these Elements need to be deleted or
appended. Additionally, a Blueprint has metadata to assign to the System to mark that
a Blueprint was used. This can be used to find the model parts that have to be looked
at when a change of the Blueprint is necessary. The following shows how to represent a
Blueprint in the model and two example Blueprints.
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Blueprint type−−→ Metadata
subSystem−−−−−−→: Blueprint× BlueprintSystem

subInterface−−−−−−−→: Blueprint× BlueprintInterface
interface−−−−−→: BlueprintSystem× BlueprintInterface

connection−−−−−−→: BlueprintSystem× BlueprintInterface

Desktop Computer

DesktopComputer type−−→ Blueprint

DesktopComputer subSystem−−−−−−→ Processor

DesktopComputer subSystem−−−−−−→ StorageDevice

DesktopComputer subSystem−−−−−−→ OperatingSystem

DesktopComputer subSystem−−−−−−→ Browser

DesktopComputer subSystem−−−−−−→ OfficeSoftware

DesktopComputer subSystem−−−−−−→ SecuritySoftware

DesktopComputer subSystem−−−−−−→ UserManagement

DesktopComputer subInterface−−−−−−−→ USB

DesktopComputer subInterface−−−−−−−→ DisplayConnector

DesktopComputer subInterface−−−−−−−→ LAN

DesktopComputer subInterface−−−−−−−→WiFi

DesktopComputer subInterface−−−−−−−→ Bluetooth
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Assembly Line

AssemblyLine type−−→ Blueprint

AssemblyLine subSystem−−−−−−→ DrillingStation

AssemblyLine subSystem−−−−−−→ MillingStation

AssemblyLine subSystem−−−−−−→ Conveyor

AssemblyLine subInterface−−−−−−−→ AssemblyLineFieldbus

MillingStation interface−−−−−→ MillingStationFieldbus

DrillingStation interface−−−−−→ DrillingStationFieldbus

Conveyor interface−−−−−→ ConveyorFieldbus

AssemblyLineFieldbus connection−−−−−−→ MillingStationFieldbus

MillingStationFieldbus connection−−−−−−→ ConveyorFieldbus

ConveyorFieldbus connection−−−−−−→ DrillingStationFieldbus
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Analysis
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10. Analysis based on the Elliptic Model

Goal of the analysis is to find attack vectors and prioritize them according to their
relevance based on the information in the model. Analysis can be done whenever the
model is consistent (i.e. after each RefinementStep, see also Section 8.3.3). The results of
the analysis are only valid for one consistent state of the model. The results can be different
after the next RefinementStep. For example, when analyzing at the very beginning, the
result will be that the attacker can easily achieve the goals as the restrictions, which
steps of the attack vector will succeed, are oftentimes added in later steps of the modeling
process.

10.1. Basic Analysis Approach

Due to the structure of the model, the search for attack vectors is similar to routing on a
map. The goal is to find all possible paths from a start point to an end point. Figure 10.1
shows an example where the nodes are the SubSystems, the Interfaces are omitted. The
starting node is marked with “Start”, the target node is marked grey. As one can easily
see, there are many ways from the start to the end, but the difficulty does only partially
depend on the path length but it is highly influenced by the difficulty of the single edges.
Using map terminology, the different subsystems are the crossroads and the commu-

nication Relations are different types of connections between them. The restrictions
in the model can be compared to gates, fences, types of road surface or types of roads
(pedestrians, highway, ...). Depending on these parameters, some ways are faster or less
exhausting or can only be taken with specific vehicles or allowances.
As the model is extensible, additional properties that need to be taken into account,

can be introduced. This is considered in the analysis by requiring the plugins to provide
a mapping of these properties to the ones that are used by the path finding. For path
finding a subgraph of the model is used that includes only the Relations that are needed
for path finding. If this graph is generated when analysis is started or if this information
is added and updated when the model is changed, depends on the implementation (see
Section 11).
There is no additional state information used when finding paths. For example, if

the attacker needs some credentials to get access to sensitive information, then separate
runs of the analysis are executed. First, the paths to the subsystem containing these
credentials are analyzed. After that, the credentials are assigned to the attacker, and a
new analysis is started targeting the subsystem that contains the sensitive information.
This could lead to paths that have not been thought of, as the credentials may enable
the attacker to take other paths. Alternatively, the credentials could be assigned to the
attacker without analyzing the path to them if they are not stored anywhere in the model
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Start
Goal

Figure 10.1.: Basic analysis concept

but the attacker could get hold of them in a way that is not modeled, for example, by
threatening people or using social engineering. Default passwords can also be handled
this way. Alternatively, unchanged default passwords could also be an “vulnerability”
attribute to the path.
Only the basic Relations connected and hasInterface (see 8.3) are used for finding

attack paths. The Relations isSubSystemOf and isSubInterfaceOf are ignored because
the analysis is always executed on the lowest possible level of the model (see also grey
nodes in Figure 8.1). The hasInterface Relations can be traversed in both directions. The
information of the additional properties are appended to the connected Relation. As
written in Section 8.3, there is always a connected Relation for both directions.

Weighting
The data attributed to the nodes is a positive number that specifies if the node can be
traversed without restrictions (0) or how hard it is to traverse it. The default starting
value is 0. The values are changed by the Extensions that evaluate the attributed data.
For details on how each Extension changes the value see Section 10.2.
For example, an Interface of an encrypted communication has value 0 if a required

key is available to the attacker or a number that represents the difficulty of breaking the
encryption. The number should get higher depending on key-length and algorithm so that
for example AES-256 with ECB is lower than AES-256 with GCM and RSA with 1024 bit
key has a lower number than RSA with 4096 bit key, because an authenticated cipher is
better than an unauthenticated one and a longer key is better than a shorter one [Bun20,
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2.1.1 and 3.6] (see also this website1 for a current comparison of recommendations).
As all those values can change over time and depend on other system specific factors

(for example password policies), the numbering scheme can be adapted for a specific
system. In this thesis, the range from 0 to 10 is used.

Different metrics can be applied on the weights of the paths. This is detailed further in
Section 10.3.

Adaptive Weighting
The weighting, as described so far, does not take into account the context of the path. It
is more realistic to take into account the previous step and the next step of a path when
evaluating the weight. This is for example useful when representing the data flow inside
of a System. For example a home router allows unrestricted communication between
the LAN and WiFi devices but not from WAN to LAN/WiFi. Thus the weight when
communicating from WAN to LAN is different than from WiFi to LAN (see Figure 10.2).

WAN

Router

LAN WLAN

Path:
LAN→Router→WAN
Weight of Router: 0

WAN

Router

LAN WLAN

Path:
LAN→Router→WLAN
Weight of Router: 0

WAN

Router

LAN WLAN

Path:
WAN→Router→LAN
Weight of Router: 10

Figure 10.2.: Adaptive Weighting Example

Simple example
A simplified example is given in Figure 10.3. For better overview, the Interfaces are
omitted. The maximal value in the first Figure is 7, in the second Figure it is 5. This is
caused by the facts that there is a vulnerability in the Printer that allows to execute code
on it and the Printing App trusts the Printer. A full example is described in Section 13.4.

1https://www.keylength.com
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Figure 10.3.: Analysis example (simplified)

10.2. Effects of the Extensions in the Analysis

The different Extensions change the weights depending on the data that is assigned to the
System or Interface. Each Extensions has to specify a value for the weight or that there
is no value. The final value is then calculated by averaging the values. For this thesis, the
arithmetic mean of the values given by the plugins is used. Other possibilities would be
the geometric mean or a weighted average. As stated earlier, the weighting is subjective.

10.2.1. Residual Extension

As explained in Section 8.3.4.1, the Residual Extension adds the representation of the
unknown parts of the system. The weight of the ResidualSystem and ResidualInterface
elements is defined by the percentage assigned to the element to specify the “size” (see
Section 8.3.4.1). The resulting value is weightmax ∗ (1− percentage). This represents that
the larger the residual part is the easier it can be traversed.
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10.2.2. Communication Extension

The Communication Extension (cf. Section 8.3.4.2), defines the Interface types Trans-
mitOnly, ReceiveOnly, Bidirectional, InitiateOnly, and ListenOnly. The ReceiveOnly
Interface is assigned the maximal weight (10). This can for example be used for data
diodes or radio broadcasting systems. For the TransmitOnly, Bidirectional, and ListenOnly
Interfaces the value 0 is set.
For the InitiateOnly Interface, an initial weight of weightmax−weightmin

2 = 10−0
2 = 5 is

used, because it is assumed a 50 percent probability that the communication is initiated.
This is based on the fact that such communication can only be started from one side, and
thus the communication from the ListenOnly to the InitiateOnly side is only possible
when the InitiateOnly side started it. This can be used, for example, to model exploits
that require to click a link in a phishing mail. The probability of 0.5 is depending on the
security assumptions for the system.

10.2.3. Access Extension

Section 8.3.4.3 explains a simple access control system for the model. The weight value
for the Interface is either weightmax if the starting System has no restriction specified
to access the Interface or 0 if there is a hasAccess Relation and the starting point of
the analysis does not have the required Element of type Identity connected to it via
hasIdentity. If the path is coming via a hasInterface Relation, the weight is 0, because a
system can use its interfaces.

10.2.4. Vulnerability Extension

The Vulnerability Extension (see Section 8.3.4.4) enables to assign vulnerability data to
model elements. If a vulnerability is assigned to a System or Interface, the value is scaled
by the inverse of the severity of the vulnerability. For an Interface, the vulnerabilities of
the System it belongs to also apply. Otherwise, no value is supplied.

weight = weightmax ∗
severity

severitymax

10.2.5. Cryptography Extension

The Cryptography Extension works similar to the Access Extension. If the starting
System has a hasKey Relation to a Key used by a Connection to secure an Interface,
the resulting weight for the Interface is 0, otherwise weightmax. The representation of
cryptography is only simple and does not take into account the strength of the algorithms,
yet. In Section 10.1 this is sketched roughly.
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10. Analysis based on the Elliptic Model

10.3. Prioritization of the Attack Paths

After the weighted paths are calculated, they can be sorted according to different strategies.
The options described in this Section only show some possibilities for doing further analysis
on the paths. Using statistical methods, additional values can be calculated to compare
different systems or different variations of a system, respectively.

Most easy path
For all paths the minimal weight of all steps is calculated. Sorting by this value the paths
that have the weakest links can be found.

Mean weight
For all paths the average of the weights can be calculated. The average could be calculated
for example using the arithmetic mean or geometric mean.

Weighted mean
In addition to the “mean weight” the steps of the path can be weighted. This allows to
give the entry points to the system or some more exposed interconnections of subsystems
more importance than the ones inside of protected zones.

Multi-dimensional weight
For a more granular weighting a multi-dimensional weighting can be used. [WW97] for
example introduced a multi-dimenstional weighting for security measurement.
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11. Practical Application of the
Methodology

This section gives hints for practical usage of the approach.

Modeling
Modeling starts with the basic model (as shown in Figure 8.12). Starting from there, the
Systems are split up using the RefinementSteps (described in Section 8.3.3). To achieve
proper results, it is crucial to always completely perform the RefinementSteps to keep
consistency of the model.
When splitting up a system, a doable approach is to first define the system boundary.

For example, for a production hall, the outermost boundary is the physical building, for
an IoT device it is the device housing. Another decomposition method is to use physical
properties. For example, a production hall can be split up into the hall parts or rooms,
an IoT device can be split up into device, connection path, and cloud. At some point,
the logical compartmentalization or different files can be used as borderline for the split.
A computer can be split up into hardware and software, the software is then split into
operating system, applications, and data, a single application can be split up into the
application itself, different libraries, and configuration files.

The most important point when splitting up is to try to find a segmentation of a system
that covers as much of the system as possible and leaves little space for interpretation.
The more of the system is not covered by its subsystems, the bigger is the ResidualSystem
and as a consequence also the amount of uncertainty in the attack paths.

Analysis
This section outlines the necessary steps of the analysis approach and also points to some
aspects that can be optimized for faster modeling-evaluation cycles.
The information of the starting point of the analysis is relevant for path finding. For

example, if authentication or key data is required to traverse an edge. After that, the
paths from the start to the target are calculated. These paths can then be sorted or
filtered according to the metrics described in Section 10.3.

The weight is calculated for the steps of a path and could be cached in the model storage.
The value is calculated depending on the information on all layers for the inspected node,
the node the paths comes from and goes to, and the information in all layers for the
starting System of the analysis. Oftentimes, the starting System is the Attacker and its
assigned information defines which steps can be taken.
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12. Exemplary Tool Implementation

The description will stay on a higher level and will not dive deeply into code. The example
implementation is called SecRates1.

Architecture
The model is represented as a layered graph with specific nodes as the common connection
points (see Figure 12.1).
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Figure 12.1.: Graph Storage Layers

The first repository (base layer) is used for the information that is independent of
the system under evaluation. This includes the nodes and edges that represent the type
hierarchy, blueprints, or additional metadata types that can be assigned to the Elements.
The second repository (model layer) includes the information needed for the path finding
for the analysis. This includes the edges of the EdgeTypes hasInterface and connected and

1Called similar to the ancient Greek philosopher because the Residual concept is remotely similar to
his famous saying “οἶδα οὐκ εἰδώς” that states that it is good to know to not know. The Residual
Elements mark the parts of the model where information is missing.
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12. Exemplary Tool Implementation

the nodes on both ends of the Relations. The third repository (metadata layer) contains
all specific metadata of the system under evaluation, like the type assignments or human
readable names of the nodes. An overall repository combines the three mentioned layers
and is used during evaluation. The weights that are used in the analysis could be cached
in an additional layer.

Implementation
The implementation is done in Java using the Eclipse RDF4J framework2. RDF4J
(formerly called OpenRDFSesame) consists of servlets for a triple store and according
management interface and binding libraries to access the store. The triples are stored in
different repositories. There is a repository for each of type information, the specific data
of the system under evaluation, and the additional metadata used in the analysis. For
querying, there is a federated repository that merges the other three repositories. The
weights described in Section 10.1 could be cached in an additional repository as described
in Section 11.

Model element RDF/RDFS
Relation type http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#type

Relation subClassOf http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#subClassOf
Tail type of Relation http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#domain
Head type of Relation http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#range

Basic type for all Relations http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#Property
Basic type for Elements http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#Class

Table 12.1.: Mapping of RDF/RDFS elements to model primitives

Table 12.1 shows the RDF/RDFS elements that are used for the model primitives.
Figure 12.3 shows a graphical representation of the minimal base model (Listing A.1
shows the Turtle syntax). In comparison, when also including the Extensions, Figure 12.3

c o n n e c t e d
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P r o p e r t y
s u b P r o p e r t y O f

Cla s s
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d o m a i n

r a n g e M e t a d a t a
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Figure 12.2.: Base model

shows a graphical representation of the base model (Listing A.2 shows the Turtle syntax).

2https://rdf4j.org/
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12. Exemplary Tool Implementation

The mechanism to automatically handle the selected Extensions is implemented using
the Java ServiceLoader. The Extensions are versioned to allow working with different
versions of the Extensions on different models. Additionally, Extensions can be selected
prior to starting working on a new model. The Storage in RDF4J is abstracted in a
custom layer to allow changing the data storage (e.g. replacing RDF4J by Neo4J or Jena).
Before executing a RefinementStep all loaded Extensions are called to validate the

consistency. The same applies for the calculation of the weight: all loaded Extensions are
called for their contribution to the weight. This is possible because the basic functionality
is reduced to System and Interface, so the additional functionality for other types is
shifted to the Extensions.

Output
Outputs of the tool shown in the thesis include model listings and figures. Listings in
Turtle syntax are located in the appendix in Section A and referenced in the text of the
corresponding model description. Figures are used to represent four different types of
information:

• Overview of the systems and interfaces of the model (e.g. Figure 12.4)

• Detail view of single nodes of the graph (e.g. Figure 12.6)

• Refinement Tree (e.g. Figure 13.7)

• Attack paths (e.g. Figure 13.4)
The number of arrows between nodes shows how many paths use this connection.
When there are many arrows, adding a measure at that location can reduce multiple
paths at once.
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Figure 12.3.: Base model with Extensions
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Simple Example
As a simple example, the system consists of a device and a gateway. First, the system is
refined. Then a restriction for accessing the gateway is added to block the attacker from
reaching the Device. Finally, a vulnerability is added that enables the attacker to reach
the Device despite the restriction. The technical details of the steps are:

• Refinement: Listing A.3 shows the starting model. Figure 12.4 shows a graphical
representation of the model after the RefinementStep (see Figure 12.5 for the
refinement tree and Listing A.4 for the changed and additional triples).

• Initial path: Figure 12.9a shows the path from the Environment to the Device when
no restrictions have been added to the model, yet.

• Restriction: Figure 12.9b shows the path after the change to the connected Relation
of the Environment Interface to add the restriction (see Listing A.5 for the changed
and additional triples). Figure 12.7 shows the change in the model in comparison
to Figure 12.6.

• Vulnerability: Figure 12.9c shows the path after the change to the Gateway System
and adding the additional information for including the vulnerability (see Listing A.6
for the changed and additional triples). Figure 12.8 shows the added vulnerability.

Environment System Environment Interface

Gateway

WAN_Interface

LAN_Interface

connected

Device LAN_Interface

connected

generated by SecRates

Figure 12.4.: Simple Example Model

E x a m p l e S y s t e m

G a t e w a y

Device

generated by SecRates

Figure 12.5.: Simple Example Refinement Tree
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Example In t e r f aceWAN_Interface
i sSubIn te r faceOf

Env i ronmen t  I n t e r f ace c o n n e c t e d

G a t e w a y

h a s I n t e r f a c e

generated by SecRates

Figure 12.6.: Simple Example Model - Details - unrestricted

Example In t e r f aceWAN_Interface
i sSubIn te r faceOf

Admin i s t r a to r  Use r
hasAccessTo

Env i ronmen t  I n t e r f ace
c o n n e c t e d

G a t e w a y

h a s I n t e r f a c e

generated by SecRates

Figure 12.7.: Simple Example Model - Details - restricted

WAN_Interface

Authen t ica t ion  Bypass

E x a m p l e S y s t e m

LAN_Interface

G a t e w a y

h a s I n t e r f a c e

isVulnerableTo

i s S u b S y s t e m O f

h a s I n t e r f a c e

generated by SecRates

Figure 12.8.: Simple Example Model - Details - vulnerable
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E n v i r o n m e n t  S y s t e m

Envi ronment  In te r face (0 )

WAN_Interface(0)

Gateway(0)

LAN_Interface(0)

LAN_Interface(0)

Device

generated by SecRates

(a) Without restrictions

E n v i r o n m e n t  S y s t e m

Envi ronment  In te r face (0 )

WAN_Interface(10)

Gateway(0)

LAN_Interface(0)

LAN_Interface(0)

Device

generated by SecRates

(b) With restrictions

E n v i r o n m e n t  S y s t e m

Envi ronment  In te r face (0 )

WAN_Interface(5)

Gateway(0)

LAN_Interface(0)

LAN_Interface(0)

Device

generated by SecRates

(c) With restrictions and vulnera-
bility

Figure 12.9.: Simple Example Paths from Environment to Device
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13. Examples and Common Attacks in
the Model

This chapter shows how to represent some exemplary common attack vectors (Sec-
tions 13.1, 13.2) and gives two example applications of the methodology (Sections 13.3, 13.4).

13.1. BadUSB

The attacker relies on accessing the USB port, either by accessing it directly or by passing
the USB device to an intermediary that connects it to the target. Using the methodology,
the attack is represented by connecting the USB Interface of the attacker to a USB
Interface of the target. This is independent of the way the malicious USB-device reaches
the target USB-port.

13.2. Phishing/Ransomware

Phishing attacks rely on a victim establishing an outgoing connection. The methodology
supports handling this sort of attack by assuming that the attack starts at the victim’s
system. Using this System as starting point, the analysis can find out which targets the
attacker can reach from there.

13.3. Industrial Control System

As an example a production hall is used. The basic model is shown in Figure 13.1. The
first analysis from the Environment to the ProductionHall shows no restrictions (see
Figure 13.2).

Environment System Environment Interface

connected

ProductionHall ProductionHallInterface

generated by SecRates

Figure 13.1.: Production Hall - Basic Model
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E n v i r o n m e n t  S y s t e m

Envi ronment  In te r face (0 )

Product ionHal l In te r face(0)

Produc t ionHal l

generated by SecRates

Figure 13.2.: Production Hall - Initial Analysis

First Refinement
The first RefinementStep splits the ProductionHall into its different rooms. This is shown
in Figure 13.3. It is assumed that the target of the attacker is located in HallPart3. The
analysis (see Figure 13.4) shows that there is two paths to HallPart3, one via CommsRoom
and the other via CommsRoom and HallPart1.
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generated by SecRates

Figure 13.3.: Production Hall - Model after first Refinement
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generated by SecRates

Figure 13.4.: Production Hall - Analysis after first Refinement
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Second Refinement
As the attacker is interested in something that is located in HallPart3, the second
Refinement further details it (see Figure 13.5). It is assumed that the target of the
attacker is in ProductionCell1. The analysis (see Figure 13.6) shows that there is three
paths to ProductionCell1. The previous path that went via CommsRoom is now split up
into two: one via EdgeGatewayPC2 and ProductionCell2, the other via EdgeGatewayPC3
and ProductionCell3. For the path that previously went through HallPart1 can now be
seen that there is a PLC between HallPart1 and ProductionCell1.
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generated by SecRates

Figure 13.5.: Production Hall - Model after second Refinement
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generated by SecRates

Figure 13.6.: Production Hall - Analysis after second Refinement
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Overview
Figure 13.7 shows the overview of the two RefinementSteps.

Produc t ionHal l
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Hal lPa r t1
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PLC
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E d g e G a t e w a y P C 2

E d g e G a t e w a y P C 3

Swi tch

generated by SecRates

Figure 13.7.: Production Hall - Refinement Tree

13.4. Larger Example

As a larger example, a veterinary doctor’s office is used. For the sake of simplicity,
anonymity, and to show successful attack paths, some parts of the real system are omitted
or modified in the model, respectively. Figure 13.8 shows the modeled system.

The patient management system is cloud based using one user login on all devices. The
following devices have access to the patient management system in the cloud:

WindowsPC (FrontDesk) for registering patients and appointments.

iMac (PrimaryExaminationRoom) for documenting the examinations.

MacBook1, MacBook2, iPad, iPad mini for working from the other examination rooms
and for showing X-ray images to owners.

MacOS, WindowsOS (iMac Office) for post-processing examinations and creating in-
voices.

WindowsPC (XRayRoom) for uploading X-ray images to the patient management sys-
tem.

The access to the cloud service is represented in the model using the Access Extension
by assigning an Identity (Cloud User) to the Internet_Interface of the Cloud using the
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generated by SecRates

Figure 13.8.: Doctors Office System Overview
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generated by SecRates

Figure 13.9.: Access restrictions Cloud
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generated by SecRates

Figure 13.10.: Access to Cloud Credentials

hasAccessTo Relation (see Figure 13.9) and assigning the Identity to the mentioned
subsystems using the hasIdentity Relation (see Figure 13.10).
The system was modeled using seven refinement steps as shown in Figure 13.11. The

first refinement split up the system into locations (rooms and the cloud). Afterwards the
rooms are split up into the devices located in the room. The last refinement split up the
office computer into host (MacOS) and virtual guest (WindowsOS).

For the analysis, the target of the attacker (located in the Environment System) is to get
access to the patient management system. Initially executing the analysis shows that the
attacker has no access to the cloud (see Figure 13.12: weight 10 on the Internet_Interface
of the Cloud).

To get access to the cloud the attacker has to get hold of the Identity that restricts the
access to the Cloud. The devices are all protected against anonymous remote login (by
assigning the Staff Identity to them using the hasAccessTo Relation) so the attacker has
to find another way to get access to any of the devices.
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Figure 13.11.: Doctors Office Refinement Tree
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Figure 13.12.: Initial Analysis: Attacker to Cloud
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Successful attack path
The WindowsPC for the X-ray device did not receive the latest updates, thus it contains
a Remote Code Execution vulnerability (e.g. CVE-2021-34527) (see Figure 13.14).
Executing an analysis from the attacker to the Cloud User Identity after adding the
vulnerability produces Figure 13.131, which shows that the most promising path to the
credentials is via the WindowsPC, as the LAN_Interface of the WindowsPC has a weight
of 5 (see Figure 13.13). An analysis directly to the WindowsPC produces Figure 13.15,
which shows the isolated path. The weight 5 on the LAN_Interface of the WindowsPC
shows that the protection is weakened by the vulnerability but there is a burden to get
access.
After having gone this path (by exploiting the vulnerability of the WindowsPC), the

attacker now has access to the Identity required to access the cloud. In the model, this is
represented by assigning the Identity to the System of the attacker. The next analysis
shows that the attacker now has access to the cloud (see Figure 13.16).

1As this is a large figure but understanding it is crucial for the analysis, the next subsection (p. 81)
explains it more in detail.
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Figure 13.13.: Paths to the Cloud User Identity
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Figure 13.14.: Vulnerable WindowsPC
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Figure 13.15.: Successful Attack Path to WindowsPC
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Figure 13.16.: Attacker has access to Cloud
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Figure 13.17.: Successful Attack Path to Cloud

Interpreting Figure 13.13
There is two aspects in the figure that need clarification.

The first aspect is that all paths but the ones that go through the LAN_Interface of
the WindowsPC (on the left) have a node in the path that has a weight of 10, which
marks that it is impossible (with the currently represented knowledge) to get through
there. That is why the explanation above continues with the path to the WindowsPC.
The second aspect is the many arrows. There is 15 paths from Environment System

to Cloud User (see also Listing 13.1). The most confusing section of the figure is the
connection between WiFi_Interface and Router (Office). Of the ten lines there is five in
each direction (the arrow heads directed to Router (Office) are overlapping).

Although the system of the example is not large compared to industrial control systems
or office installations it shows that a manual examination is very hard and a systematic
(tool supported) approach is needed. That is also why sorting the paths by weight using
different metrics (as stated in Section 10.3) is useful to find the most vulnerable paths.

Listing 13.1: Paths of Figure 13.13
1 Environment System->Environment Interface->WiFi_Interface->Router (Office)->

LAN_Interface->LAN_Interface->WindowsPC (XRayRoom)->Cloud User
2 Environment System->Environment Interface->WiFi_Interface->Router (Office)->

LAN_Interface->LAN_Interface->iMac (PrimaryExaminationRoom)->Cloud User
3 Environment System->Environment Interface->WiFi_Interface->Router (Office)->

LAN_Interface->LAN_Interface->WindowsPC (FrontDesk)->Cloud User
4 Environment System->Environment Interface->WiFi_Interface->Router (Office)->

LAN_Interface->LAN_Interface->MacOS (iMac Office)->Cloud User
5 Environment System->Environment Interface->WiFi_Interface->Router (Office)->

LAN_Interface->LAN_Interface->WindowsOS (iMac Office)->Cloud User
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6 Environment System->Environment Interface->Internet_Interface->Router (Office
)->LAN_Interface->LAN_Interface->WindowsPC (XRayRoom)->Cloud User

7 Environment System->Environment Interface->Internet_Interface->Router (Office
)->LAN_Interface->LAN_Interface->iMac (PrimaryExaminationRoom)->Cloud
User

8 Environment System->Environment Interface->Internet_Interface->Router (Office
)->LAN_Interface->LAN_Interface->WindowsPC (FrontDesk)->Cloud User

9 Environment System->Environment Interface->Internet_Interface->Router (Office
)->LAN_Interface->LAN_Interface->MacOS (iMac Office)->Cloud User

10 Environment System->Environment Interface->Internet_Interface->Router (Office
)->LAN_Interface->LAN_Interface->WindowsOS (iMac Office)->Cloud User

11 Environment System->Environment Interface->Internet_Interface->Router (Office
)->WiFi_Interface->WiFi_Interface->MacBook2 (Mobile)->Cloud User

12 Environment System->Environment Interface->Internet_Interface->Router (Office
)->WiFi_Interface->WiFi_Interface->iPad (Mobile)->Cloud User

13 Environment System->Environment Interface->Internet_Interface->Router (Office
)->WiFi_Interface->WiFi_Interface->iPad mini (Mobile)->Cloud User

14 Environment System->Environment Interface->Internet_Interface->Router (Office
)->WiFi_Interface->WiFi_Interface->MacBook1 (Mobile)->Cloud User

15 Environment System->Environment Interface->Internet_Interface->Router (Office
)->WiFi_Interface->WiFi_Interface->MacOS (iMac Office)->Cloud User
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14. Further Applications of the Model

The presented modeling approach can also be used for slightly different questions than
finding attack paths on the model. This chapter gives an overview of future applications.

14.1. Automated Testing

As the attack paths are already in a machine readable format and derived from machine
readable data, the next step would be to let a machine test the attack vectors on the
real system. The problem is that for many vulnerabilities no exploit exists or the exploit
needs to be thoroughly adjusted to the target system. Nevertheless, several steps of the
attack vector can be executed automatically by orchestrating penetration testing tools
and frameworks.

By orchestrating testing tools, it can be checked if the model effectively represents the
properties system:

• Testing that the model is an adequate representation of the system.

• Testing if the attack vectors found in the model work in the system.

• Testing if the model predicts the existing attack vectors.

14.2. Assisted Forensics

Another use of the model could be for forensics after an attack has occurred. Using the
model possible paths for the attack can be retrieved from the model and the related parts
of the system can be analyzed for evidence. Additionally the model can be confirmed or
corrected, in retrospect.

14.3. Assisted Development of Security Products

Security product developers can implement an Extension and/or Blueprint for their
mechanisms and use that in different models to see if the concept works in different
environments.
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15. Enhancements of the Modeling

The presented methodology can be enhanced in future work. This chapter shows aspects
that could be added or improved to ease the usage or represent additional knowledge.

15.1. General Enhancement

Existing System Models
As described in Chapter 9, the information that is included in the design documentation
of a system can be used to assist in the modeling. For example, UML models can be used
to assist in creating a RefinementStep for a System. As another example, the methodology
could be applied to the enterpriseLang of [XLrL22] to leverage the tactics of the MITRE
ATT&CK Matrix.

Gathering Information from Components
Similar to software distribution systems or monitoring systems, a probe can be used
to extract the required information. Depending on how invasive the analysis is allowed
to be, more or less information can be gathered in a more or less automatic way. For
example, a software inventory system can be used to fill some part of a RefinementStep
and add the version information for later assigning Vulnerabilities. This information
can be gathered by vulnerability scanning tools like Nessus or OpenVAS or by software
inventory or endpoint management solutions.

Modeling Errors
The approach assumes that the information for a RefinementStep is complete. If it is
later discovered that a connection is missing, the RefinementSteps have to be undone
including the erroneous one and then redone. Although discovering this missing link is a
desirable result, redoing steps is not convenient, as missing connections is a quite common
scenario.

Implicit Knowledge
An additional enhancement of the methodology is that information can be omitted from
the need to be explicitly modeled because it is “common knowledge” and as such implicitly
available. Practically, the extension can define a set of rules that represent the background
knowledge for the model. If there is, for example, observable HTTP traffic then there has
to be TCP communication. When modeling the system under evaluation one therefore
only has to state that there is HTTP communication. The underlying communication
exists implicitly.
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15.2. Enhancement of the Extensions

As there are more types of data available in the system than is currently representable in
the model, more Extensions can be added.

Cryptography Extension
The Cryptography Extension (see Section 8.3.4.5) can be extended to represent specific
algorithms. This leads to more granular results in the analysis because the strength of
the algorithms can have impact on the weights. As a result, it can show if all entry paths
to the system are secured equally. If, for example, there is a need to connect via VPN for
the office part of the network but there is a not further secured mobile network connection
in the OT part of the network, unnecessary risk is imposed.

Vulnerability Extension
As mentioned in Section 8.3.4.4, the Vulnerability Extension can be the base for an
Extension that uses the data from CVE. This allows to use the CVSS for weighting. Using
the CVE data structure and database allows to map a large set of vulnerabilities to the
different subsystems. When the subsystems have CPE labels assigned the vulnerabilities
can be mapped with less effort.

Access Extension
As mentioned in Section 8.3.4.3, Extensions can be defined to represent the different
access control models described in Section 7.4. They allow a more detailed weighting
and thus a more realistic representation and more reliable analysis results. The access
model currently described in Section 8.3.4.3 does not take into account the different rights
(read, write, execute, etc.) a user can have for files and programs. As the analysis always
assumes the worst option, the results may look more alarming than the real system is.
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16. Conclusion

The developed methodology provides a structured approach to assess system security of
complex systems and supports security solutions in an efficient manner.
It enforces a structured and step-wise modeling that enables easier assessment of the

security. Additionally, reusing prepared model parts (blueprints) increases the modeling
speed.
Security measures can be integrated more efficient earlier in the life cycle. Moreover,

as the approach can be used at any step of the system life cycle, the model can be
continuously adjusted on the way from first design studies to decommissioning.

The approach supports adopting the model to reflect changes to the system. Especially,
when a system is being developed, the iterative and adaptive approach helps evaluating
design decisions.
The Residual concept in Section 8.3.4.1 allows to analyze systems that are not fully

known, which is almost always the case in practical system analysis.
Because of the formal hierarchical approach, consistency is ensured and the risk to miss

parts of the system is reduced.
Moreover, as standards and guidelines require an overview, the structured model can

be used as an essential part of the documentation.
The security analysis provides paths through the model that can be followed to

understand possible options of attacks. Those paths can also be used to check their
feasibility in the real system.

The measures that are introduced to mitigate the risks that were found in the analysis
can be added to the model to check their effectiveness.
By requiring local decisions for the RefinementSteps in Section 8.3.3 and the corre-

sponding tool support, the methodology can be used by experts of different domains that
are knowledgeable about different subsystems.

Finally, the introduced methodology is an applicable contribution to security analysis
of complex connected systems, especially in the industrial domain.
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A. Listings

Listing A.1: Tool Ontology (only base)
1 @prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> .
2 @prefix base: <http://example.com/base/> .
3
4 base:System rdfs:subClassOf
5 rdfs:Class .
6
7 base:Interface rdfs:subClassOf
8 rdfs:Class .
9
10 base:Metadata rdfs:subClassOf
11 rdfs:Class .
12
13 base:isSubSystemOf
14 rdfs:domain base:System;
15 rdfs:range base:System;
16 rdfs:subPropertyOf rdfs:Property .
17
18 base:hasInterface
19 rdfs:domain base:System;
20 rdfs:range base:Interface;
21 rdfs:subPropertyOf rdfs:Property .
22
23 base:isSubInterfaceOf
24 rdfs:domain base:Interface;
25 rdfs:range base:Interface;
26 rdfs:subPropertyOf rdfs:Property .
27
28 base:connected
29 rdfs:domain base:Interface;
30 rdfs:range base:Interface;
31 rdfs:subPropertyOf rdfs:Property .

Listing A.2: Tool Ontology (including Extensions)
1 @prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> .
2 @prefix base: <http://example.com/base/> .
3 @prefix residual: <http://example.com/residual/> .
4 @prefix comm: <http://example.com/communication/> .
5 @prefix crypto: <http://example.com/cryptography/> .
6 @prefix access: <http://example.com/access/> .
7 @prefix vuln: <http://example.com/vulnerability/> .
8
9 base:System rdfs:subClassOf
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10 rdfs:Class .
11
12 residual:ResidualSystem rdfs:subClassOf
13 base:System .
14
15 comm:TransmitOnly rdfs:subClassOf
16 base:Interface .
17
18 comm:ReceiveOnly rdfs:subClassOf
19 base:Interface .
20
21 comm:Bidirectional rdfs:subClassOf
22 comm:ReceiveOnly, comm:TransmitOnly .
23
24 comm:ListenOnly rdfs:subClassOf
25 comm:Bidirectional .
26
27 residual:ResidualInterface rdfs:subClassOf
28 base:Interface .
29
30 comm:InitiateOnly rdfs:subClassOf
31 comm:Bidirectional .
32
33 base:Interface rdfs:subClassOf
34 rdfs:Class .
35
36 access:Identity rdfs:subClassOf
37 base:Metadata .
38
39 crypto:SymmetricKey rdfs:subClassOf
40 crypto:Key .
41
42 crypto:PublicKey rdfs:subClassOf
43 crypto:AsymmetricKey .
44
45 crypto:Key rdfs:subClassOf
46 base:Metadata .
47
48 base:Metadata rdfs:subClassOf
49 rdfs:Class .
50
51 crypto:AsymmetricKey rdfs:subClassOf
52 crypto:Key .
53
54 crypto:PrivateKey rdfs:subClassOf
55 crypto:AsymmetricKey .
56
57 residual:ResidualPercentage rdfs:subClassOf
58 base:Metadata .
59
60 vuln:Vulnerability rdfs:subClassOf
61 base:Metadata .
62
63 crypto:Connection rdfs:subClassOf
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64 base:Metadata .
65
66 comm:compatible
67 rdfs:domain base:Interface;
68 rdfs:range base:Interface;
69 rdfs:subPropertyOf rdfs:Property .
70
71 crypto:hasKey
72 rdfs:domain base:System;
73 rdfs:range crypto:Key;
74 rdfs:subPropertyOf rdfs:Property .
75
76 access:hasIdentity
77 rdfs:domain base:System;
78 rdfs:range access:Identity;
79 rdfs:subPropertyOf rdfs:Property .
80
81 crypto:trusts
82 rdfs:domain base:System;
83 rdfs:range crypto:PublicKey;
84 rdfs:subPropertyOf rdfs:Property .
85
86 crypto:securedWith
87 rdfs:domain base:Interface;
88 rdfs:range crypto:Connection;
89 rdfs:subPropertyOf rdfs:Property .
90
91 residual:residualInterfaceSize
92 rdfs:domain base:Interface;
93 rdfs:range residual:ResidualPercentage;
94 rdfs:subPropertyOf rdfs:Property .
95
96 base:isSubSystemOf
97 rdfs:domain base:System;
98 rdfs:range base:System;
99 rdfs:subPropertyOf rdfs:Property .

100
101 base:hasInterface
102 rdfs:domain base:System;
103 rdfs:range base:Interface;
104 rdfs:subPropertyOf rdfs:Property .
105
106 base:isSubInterfaceOf
107 rdfs:domain base:Interface;
108 rdfs:range base:Interface;
109 rdfs:subPropertyOf rdfs:Property .
110
111 residual:residualSystemSize
112 rdfs:domain base:System;
113 rdfs:range residual:ResidualPercentage;
114 rdfs:subPropertyOf rdfs:Property .
115
116 crypto:signed
117 rdfs:domain crypto:PrivateKey;
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118 rdfs:range crypto:PublicKey;
119 rdfs:subPropertyOf rdfs:Property .
120
121 base:connected
122 rdfs:domain base:Interface;
123 rdfs:range base:Interface;
124 rdfs:subPropertyOf rdfs:Property .
125
126 access:hasAccessTo
127 rdfs:domain access:Identity;
128 rdfs:range base:Interface;
129 rdfs:subPropertyOf rdfs:Property .
130
131 vuln:isVulnerableTo
132 rdfs:domain base:System;
133 rdfs:range vuln:Vulnerability;
134 rdfs:subPropertyOf rdfs:Property .
135
136 crypto:usesKey
137 rdfs:domain crypto:Connection;
138 rdfs:range crypto:Key;
139 rdfs:subPropertyOf rdfs:Property .

Listing A.3: Simple Example Base Model
1 @prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> .
2 @prefix base: <http://www.example.com/uimain/base/> .
3 @prefix access: <http://www.example.com/uimain/access/> .
4 @prefix vulnerability: <http://www.example.com/uimain/vulnerability/> .
5 @prefix schema: <http://dis.janwolf.nodomain/0-0-1/schema#> .
6 @prefix model: <http://www.example.com/uimain/> .
7
8 base:System rdfs:subClassOf rdfs:Class .
9
10 base:Interface rdfs:subClassOf rdfs:Class .
11
12 access:Identity rdfs:subClassOf base:Metadata .
13
14 vulnerability:Vulnerability rdfs:subClassOf base:Metadata .
15
16 base:Metadata rdfs:subClassOf rdfs:Class .
17
18 access:hasIdentity rdfs:domain base:System;
19 rdfs:range access:Identity;
20 rdfs:subPropertyOf rdfs:Property .
21
22 base:connected rdfs:domain base:Interface;
23 rdfs:range base:Interface;
24 rdfs:subPropertyOf rdfs:Property .
25
26 base:hasInterface rdfs:domain base:System;
27 rdfs:range base:Interface;
28 rdfs:subPropertyOf rdfs:Property .
29
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30 base:isSubInterfaceOf rdfs:domain base:Interface;
31 rdfs:range base:Interface;
32 rdfs:subPropertyOf rdfs:Property .
33
34 access:hasAccessTo rdfs:domain access:Identity;
35 rdfs:range base:Interface;
36 rdfs:subPropertyOf rdfs:Property .
37
38 vulnerability:isVulnerableTo rdfs:domain base:System;
39 rdfs:range vulnerability:Vulnerability;
40 rdfs:subPropertyOf rdfs:Property .
41
42 base:isSubSystemOf rdfs:domain base:System;
43 rdfs:range base:System;
44 rdfs:subPropertyOf rdfs:Property .
45
46 model:Gateway_t rdfs:subClassOf base:System .
47
48 model:Device_t rdfs:subClassOf base:System .
49
50 model:WANInterface_t rdfs:subClassOf base:Interface .
51
52 model:LANInterface_t rdfs:subClassOf base:Interface .
53
54 model:c5c95202-d73f-4588-a32d-872026259e87 a base:System;
55 schema:name "ExampleSystem";
56 base:hasInterface model:b94f7bdf-8d30-4ce8-926b-ff22a6d97a56 .
57
58 model:b94f7bdf-8d30-4ce8-926b-ff22a6d97a56 a base:Interface;
59 schema:name "ExampleInterface" .
60
61 model:f6446c90-76ca-4a93-bfef-1bbbcff0c77d a base:System;
62 schema:name "Environment System";
63 base:hasInterface model:5cca775c-ceea-4434-9a6d-4e07d83fb2da;
64 base:isSubSystemOf model:f6446c90-76ca-4a93-bfef-1bbbcff0c77d .
65
66 model:5cca775c-ceea-4434-9a6d-4e07d83fb2da a base:Interface;
67 schema:name "Environment Interface";
68 base:connected model:b94f7bdf-8d30-4ce8-926b-ff22a6d97a56;
69 base:isSubInterfaceOf model:5cca775c-ceea-4434-9a6d-4e07d83fb2da .

Listing A.4: Simple Example Refinement
1 model:5cca775c-ceea-4434-9a6d-4e07d83fb2da a base:Interface;
2 schema:name "Environment Interface";
3 base:connected model:c6ab8c00-c728-4697-b064-e30d5dc8e714;
4 base:isSubInterfaceOf model:5cca775c-ceea-4434-9a6d-4e07d83fb2da .
5
6 model:feab4839-d8b3-4ba7-9f6b-ccc407ad5ae4 a model:Device_t;
7 schema:name "Device";
8 base:hasInterface model:1db2c2ad-214c-4586-9b12-0f584319dcf5;
9 base:isSubSystemOf model:c5c95202-d73f-4588-a32d-872026259e87 .
10
11 model:c6ab8c00-c728-4697-b064-e30d5dc8e714 a model:WANInterface_t;
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12 schema:name "WAN_Interface";
13 base:isSubInterfaceOf model:b94f7bdf-8d30-4ce8-926b-ff22a6d97a56 .
14
15 model:ce1eb69b-7bb1-4c9f-868d-cae4c6413e70 a model:Gateway_t;
16 schema:name "Gateway";
17 base:hasInterface model:41cd1ebc-03c7-47df-aa2d-ea8ae33fca5e,
18 model:c6ab8c00-c728-4697-b064-e30d5dc8e714;
19 base:isSubSystemOf model:c5c95202-d73f-4588-a32d-872026259e87 .
20
21 model:41cd1ebc-03c7-47df-aa2d-ea8ae33fca5e a model:LANInterface_t;
22 schema:name "LAN_Interface";
23 base:connected model:1db2c2ad-214c-4586-9b12-0f584319dcf5 .
24
25 model:1db2c2ad-214c-4586-9b12-0f584319dcf5 a model:LANInterface_t;
26 schema:name "LAN_Interface" .

Listing A.5: Simple Example Restriction
1 model:7c53f4ab-1208-42c9-9c73-3b2a411a50c8 a access:Identity;
2 schema:name "Administrator User";
3 access:hasAccessTo model:c6ab8c00-c728-4697-b064-e30d5dc8e714 .

Listing A.6: Simple Example Vulnerability
1 model:AuthenticationBypass rdfs:subClassOf vulnerability:Vulnerability .
2
3 model:ce1eb69b-7bb1-4c9f-868d-cae4c6413e70 a model:Gateway_t;
4 schema:name "Gateway";
5 base:hasInterface model:41cd1ebc-03c7-47df-aa2d-ea8ae33fca5e,
6 model:c6ab8c00-c728-4697-b064-e30d5dc8e714;
7 base:isSubSystemOf model:c5c95202-d73f-4588-a32d-872026259e87;
8 vulnerability:isVulnerableTo model:ce34bbf2-fed9-47e6-9cbe-2ef128b085e9 .
9
10 model:ce34bbf2-fed9-47e6-9cbe-2ef128b085e9 a model:AuthenticationBypass;
11 schema:name "Authentication Bypass";
12 vuln:description "Authentication Bypass Vulnerability";
13 vuln:score "8" .
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Nomenclature

ADVISE ADversary VIew Security Evaluation

AES Advanced Encryption Standard

APT Advanced Persistent Threat

BSI Bundesamt für Sicherheit in der Informationstechnik (German Federal Office
for Information Security)

CPE Common Platform Enumeration

CVE Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures

CVSS Common Vulnerability Scoring System

DECT Digital Enhanced Cordless Telecommunications

ECB Electronic Code Book

FM Frequency Modulation

GCM Galois/Counter Mode

GPU Graphics Processing Unit

HPC High Performance Computer

HTTP HyperText Transfer Protocol

IDS Intrusion Detection Systems

IEC International Electrotechnical Commission

ISA International Society of Automation

ISMS Information Security Management System

ISO International Organization for Standardization

LAN Local Area Network

MAL Meta Attack Language

OWASP Open Web Application Security Project
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Nomenclature

OWL Web Ontology Language

OWL DL Web Ontology Language Description Logic

PAN Personal Area Network

PLC Programmable Logic Controller

RDF Resource Description Framework

RDFS Resource Description Framework Schema

RSA Rivest–Shamir–Adleman

SBOM Software Bill Of Materials

SCADA Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition

SL Security Level (used in ISA/IES 62443)

SPARQL SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language

STRIDE Spoofing, Tampering, Repudiation, Information disclosure, Denial of service,
and Elevation of privileges

SysML System Modeling Language

TCP Transmission Control Protocol

TLS Transport Layer Security

UML Unified Modeling Language

UMLSec Unified Modeling Language Security extension

USB Universal Serial Bus

VPN Virtual Private Network

WAN Wide Area Network
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